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Abstract

The Internet is a remarkable phenomenon. Essentially, it is just a large number of computers connected together in
such a way that communication between them is both reliable and fast. Phrased in this way, it is wholly unremarkable.
But the Internet is also the people who use it, to communicate and to share information, even to build relationships
and communities. It's a culture that has grown within a virtual space, and that has permeated many aspects of our
everyday lives. This module will provide an overview of the Internet, from the mundane networking of computers to
the new societies created within it.
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About this Module...

Module Code: MIT2114 or MIT2214 Module Level: Level 2

Module Title: The Internet Credit Value: 15 or 20

Prerequisites: Basic computing skills Co-requisites: None

Duration of Teaching: Semester One Tutor: Gary Stringer

Assessment Methods: 

• One 2,000 word essay and one 2,000 web review of some web sites.
• For MIT2214 an additional 2,000 word essay.

Teaching (contact hours): 

• One lecture hour per week
• One practical hour per week

Rationale of the Module. This module will look at what the internet, or “information
superhighway”, really is; the range of material available and ways it can be used in the academic
environment and in society as a whole. Starting with the nature of the internet and how it has
developed, the module will move on to discover how to get the most from available internet
tools. It will end by examining the future of the internet, and its impact on academic life and
society in general.

Brief Syllabus Plan and Content .  What is the internet? History and evolution of the internet.
Using email effectively. Finding information on the web. Reading newsgroups. Internet etiquette.
Filtering and sorting information. Troubleshooting with TCP/IP tools. Reading and writing
hypertext and hypermedia. Developing web pages. Libraries and digital resources. Collaborative
learning and research. Online communities. Our connected future.

Teaching/Learning Methods .  The module has both the traditional academic elements of
undergraduate modules (lectures, discussion and essay-writing) as well as training in practical
skills (learning how to use appropriate software and hardware). It is intended that there will be
visiting speakers from industry and commercial internet providers.

Treatment of Personal Transferable Skills .  The module will encourage you to develop
many of the skills associated with self-management, communication, problem-solving and
learning in general. In particular you will learn a wide range of internet-related computing skills,
usable in a wide range of other areas.

What you will get from this Module .  The module will give you a sound basis for the
understanding of the conceptual and practical aspects underlying the internet. You will develop
the ability to use the resources available more effectively in your studies and beyond. You will
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also establish a critical attitude to new media and the processes involved in filtering the wide
range of available material.

More details and a formal module description can be found at: http://www.ex.ac.uk/
cmit/modules/the_internet/

http://www.ex.ac.uk/cmit/modules/the_internet/
http://www.ex.ac.uk/cmit/modules/the_internet/
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Chapter 1. Introduction to the Internet

What is the Internet?

• Protocols, computers and communities
• Information, servers and browsers
• A packet-switched network using TCP/IP

Strictly speaking, the Internet is a communications protocol, a language which computers use to
talk to each other, called TCP/IP. This language is designed to enable computers to exchange
data reliably and efficiently, though not necessarily quickly.

More generally, the term is used to signify the network of computers connected using TCP/IP: the
connecting wires and the equipment used to route the information (the network infrastructure),
and the computers themselves.

Even more generally, the Internet is often used to indicate the community of users and computers
collectively. Though a very broad definition, this is perhaps the most useful and interesting —
the Internet is really an information-based society.

Protocols created by the community

• Internet protocols are constantly evolving
• Democratic decisions guard against control by individuals
• A technocracy?

The TCP/IP and related protocols that are used across the Internet are designed and agreed upon
by the users and administrators of the individual parts of the Internet: anyone can contribute to
the growth and direction of the Internet, though you do need to know a fair amount of technical
detail to get involved. In this way, the Internet is not so much controlled by an organisation, as
encouraged in a certain direction by its members. It's a kind of open, contributory democracy.

Sometimes, companies will try to force the net to go the way they want, but usually there's enough
resistance from the mass of contributors to only go that way if the idea or direction is good for
the 'net as a whole.

The influence each person has on the direction of the Internet is usually related to their technical
knowledge and reputation, with widely respected techies holding the most power. It's perhaps
more of a technocracy than a traditional democracy.
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Protocols serving information to a community

• Internet hosts

• Clients and servers

• Exponential growth, and still growing?

The Internet, as a “network of networks”, consists of many computers, called servers or
hosts, which are linked by communication lines. The administrators of these hosts may make
information or software stored on them publically available, so that others can view, download
or use the data. At the last count (Jul 2007), there were an estimated 489 million hosts [http://
www.isc.org/index.pl?/ops/ds/] connected to the Internet.

Figure 1.1. Growth in number of Internet hosts

Source: www.isc.org [http://www.isc.org/index.pl?/ops/ds/] [accessed 2008-08-24]

http://www.isc.org/index.pl?/ops/ds/
http://www.isc.org/index.pl?/ops/ds/
http://www.isc.org/index.pl?/ops/ds/
http://www.isc.org/index.pl?/ops/ds/
http://www.isc.org/index.pl?/ops/ds/
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However, most Internet-connected computers act only as clients ; they access the data stored
on other servers, but don't store or share any information themselvesi. It's hard to estimate
how many client computers there are in cyberspace, because many connect dynamically or
are hidden behind firewalls, but a conservative estimate (according to Nielsen//Netratings
[http://www.nielsen-netratings.com]) would be more than 800 million, possibly much higher.
According to Internet World Stats [http://www.internetworldstats.com/], nearly 1.5 billion
people have some form of Internet access.

Dynamic and permanent connections

• Dynamic vs. static Internet addresses

• Instant connection vs. dial-up

• Dedicated cabling vs. telephone lines

Clients may be permanently connected (often known as “always-on”), or may connect
dynamically when needed.

Permanent connections are most commonly made through a local area network (LAN) or a
digital subscriber line (DSL or  ADSL ), and give instant 24/7 access.

A temporary, dynamic connection such as that provided by a modem link needs to be connected
each time the Internet is used, which can cause a delay. Modem links also tend to be slower than
dedicated digital links, because they use normal voice telephone lines which are not designed
to carry digital signals.

DSL connections also carry a digital signal across wiring designed for analogue signals, but do
so by overlaying a very high frequency signal (well beyond human hearing) onto the normal
connection. This means that not only can the same line carry voice and data simultaneously, but
that for short distances, a much higher bandwidth can be carried.

Dedicated wiring for Internet traffic is most commonly found in companies and other
organisations, where a LAN is used to connect clients and hosts together. Usually, this forms
an enclosed network which connects to the outside world through a single point, which can be
controlled and protected against intrusion and viruses. Connection to this type of network is
normally instantaneous and 'always-on'.

iIn fact, the distinction between clients and servers is becoming very blurred, with the advent of peer-to-peer software, personal web
servers and other new uses.

http://www.nielsen-netratings.com
http://www.nielsen-netratings.com
http://www.internetworldstats.com/
http://www.internetworldstats.com/
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How does information travel through the Internet?

• Data is divided up into packets
• Data routes across the Internet can be switched to avoid congestion
• Entire mechanism is handled by the TCP/IP protocols
• Video [http://www.services.ex.ac.uk/cmit/media/video/networks.mpg] (13 mins

MPEG-2, 146MB)

The Internet is based on packet-switched protocols. Information is carried in packets, which
can be imagined as small parcels being passed from computer to computer. Large chunks of
data are usually broken up into several smaller packets before being sent through the network.
The delivery mechanism, or protocol, that is used to encode the packet ensures safe transit, and
provides a way of reconstructing the data when it reaches its destination. The protocols used
on the Internet are referred to as TCP/IP, standing for Transmission Control Protocol / Internet
Protocol.

As a switched network, the physical connections between computers do not matter as far as
Internet traffic is concerned — the protocols ensure that guaranteed information delivery is more
important than speed or use of a particular route. This means that a sequence of packets might
arrive out of order, with some travelling through the net by a faster, shorter route than others.
TCP/IP provides the means for your software to piece together those packets into meaningful
data. The ability to take different routes through the network is a fundamental part of the original
design of TCP/IP, as it allows the Internet to route around damaged areas of the network.

The Internet in the Academic World

• How the University connects...
• via the Joint Academic NETwork (JANET)
• which is managed by UKERNA
• which provides a high-speed dedicated backbone

The University has a permanent Internet connection, which connects it to the JANET  (Joint
Academic NETwork). JANET is maintained by UKERNA (UK Education and Research
Networking Association), which in turn is part of JISC (the Joint Information Services
Committee).

http://www.services.ex.ac.uk/cmit/media/video/networks.mpg
http://www.services.ex.ac.uk/cmit/media/video/networks.mpg
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The JANET connection is a high speed, permanent connection over a leased line, which means
that, whilst expensive to maintain, it provides enough bandwidth to cope with a large institution
and is relatively reliable.

Be careful!

Because the connection is funded and provided by government bodies, there are
various conditions implied when you connect. Don't forget to read the terms and
conditions!

Connecting using an ISP

• Internet Service Provider
• ... extends the Internet into your computer

An ISP, or Internet Service Provider, is a company that provides you with a point of access to
the Internet. When you connect to your ISP, your computer (or your own network) becomes an
extension of the Internet itself whilst you remain connected.

How does the connection work from home?

• Modems and routers
• Negotiating a connection

To connect from home you need several things. Apart from a computer (obviously!) you'll need
a phone connection, a modem or ADSL router, and some Internet software. Things will be easier
if you're using a relatively recent operation system, such as Windows Vista/XP or MacOSX, but
it's possible to connect with older or more obscure systems.

With a modem and the appropriate software, you can dial up another modem connected to another
computer, and establish a network connection with it. Usually, this computer is linked into the
Internet, and so you're online.

With an ADSL modem or router, a similar procedure happens, but a filter splits the telephone
line into voice and data (low and high frequencies) and your router negotiates a connection with
the ADSL equipment in the telephone exchange.
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Figure 1.2. ADSL Frequency Spectrum

Frequencies used on an ADSL line: PSTN is the normal telephone ("voice") usage, and the
upstream/downstream areas are for data. Note the unequal proportions of the data range (i.e.
Assymetric DSL)

Source: Wikipedia [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:ADSL_frequency_plan.svg] [Accessed
2008-10-04]

Choosing an ISP

• Dialup, broadband or mobile?
• Occasional or extensive use?
• Tied to single line, or available anywhere?

Within the University, the computers are connected permanently to the Internet. If you want to
connect from home, you'll need to connect temporarily to an Internet Service Provider, or ISP,
each time you need to access Internet resources. Setting this up is a fairly painless process, though
you need to choose your ISP carefully.

What to look for. The first decision to make is the type of connection you want. If you're a
very occasional user, then getting a dialup connection is still often the cheapest and simplest. It's
also useful if you travel around a lot, as it's not (usually) tied to a particular phone line/number.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:ADSL_frequency_plan.svg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:ADSL_frequency_plan.svg
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Most people, however, will want a broadband connection, because it gives a reliable, almost
instant connection (or 'always-on' operation) at a high bandwidth.

You might also consider a wireless connection using data over a mobile phone network. These
offer the ultimate mobile solution, but can be very expensive, often charging per megabyte of
download.

Choosing a broadband provider

• Reliability, speed, contention ratio, cost
• Download limits and fair use

For broadband ISPs, there are several important factors to check, including reliability, speed of
connection, how many other customers share the total bandwidth (the Contention Ratio), and of
course, cost. Most charge a set-up cost, and many have a minumum contract period, so be careful
you don't get locked into a poor deal for many months!

There are now also variable packages, where you can control the amount of bandwidth
available, paying extra for more capacity if you need it. For more recommendations
and relatively independent advice I find ThinkBroadband [http://www.thinkbroadband.com/]
(formerly ADSLGuide.org.uk) useful.

A recent development is the capping of Internet connections by limiting the monthly downloads
to, say, 10GB. This may seem reasonable at first, but if you wish to listen to Internet radio or
download video clips from the BBC, for example, then you'll hit this limit sooner than you expect.
Check whether your ISP offers an “unlimited” or “unmetered” service.

How fast? How reliable?

• Balance speed, reliability and extra features
• Think about your typical usage
• Don't get locked into a long contract
• Keep a separate emailbox

Another thing to look out for is the speed and reliability of the connection. This is partly
dependent upon the speed of your modem and your computer (see above), but also depends on

http://www.thinkbroadband.com/
http://www.thinkbroadband.com/
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your ISPs facilities too. Again it's worth shopping around to see which service provides fastest
access, and the quickest, most reliable connection. There are a number of websites that run
independent tests and surveys on each of the major ISPs, so there's no shortage of advice!

It's also worth shopping around for extras, such as webspace and email boxes, domain names,
and even telephone deals.

Remember, though, that if you use your ISP's email facilities, your email address will change
each time you change your ISP; it's often better to have a separate, permanent account from an
independent email provider, such as Microsoft's hotmail [http://www.hotmail.com/] or Google's
gmail [http://mail.google.com/mail/help/intl/en/about.html].

Connecting through the University

• Basic dial-up service
• ResNet in student halls/accommodation
• For accessing the Uni network, Virtual Private Network is better

You can use the University as your ISP. Check the DialUp page [http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/dialup/]
for more details.

If you live in University-run accommodation that has a built-in network connection, you can also
connect to ResNet [http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/resnet/], the University's residential network. For a
small(ish) fee, currently £70 per year, you get an always-on connection into the campus network.
Note that this is only a limited service; you get full web and email access, but other services such
as chat, filesharing or multimedia streaming may be limited.

Whenever you connect to the campus network you're also bound by the University's rules and
regulations [http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/regs.shtml], so don't do anything naughty - someone may
be watching!

Configuring your computer

• Your ISP should provide an installation CD
• Should also provide settings for manual configuration

http://www.hotmail.com/
http://www.hotmail.com/
http://mail.google.com/mail/help/intl/en/about.html
http://mail.google.com/mail/help/intl/en/about.html
http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/dialup/
http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/dialup/
http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/resnet/
http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/resnet/
http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/regs.shtml
http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/regs.shtml
http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/regs.shtml
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If you're using your own PC, you'll need to configure networking for your operating system (eg
Windows XP). The easiest way to do this is to obtain a CD with the tools and settings combined---
most ISPs give these away free. If you know all the details of the connection (usually obtainable
from the ISP's tech-support website), you can set up the connection by hand, but this is often
not for the faint-hearted!

There are some hints on configuring Windows for the University's dialup [http://
www.its.ex.ac.uk/dialup/] and ResNet [http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/resnet/] services on the IT
Services website (the ResNet pages are particularly good).

Measuring Bandwidth

• basic unit is the bit per second
• megabits per second (Mb/s) more commonly used
• a megabit is around a million bits

• Don't confuse with megabytes per second (MB/s)

• divide Mb/s by 8 to get MB/s

Though the speed and quality of links are not the most important factors for Internet traffic, they
will still affect your use of the net. In particular, you'll notice the difference (hopefully) between
connecting on Campus, and connecting from home using a modem. Modems are described by
their bandwidth; a typical analogue modem may have a bandwidth (or speed) of 56kb/s (kilobits
per second), and a broadband modem anything between 256 to 2048 kb/s. This compares to the
campus ethernet network, which has bandwidths of between 10 and 2000 Mb/s (megabits per
second). Of course, on the campus ethernet, this bandwidth is often shared between many users
(eg all computers in a single building) whereas the bandwidth of your analogue modem at home
is exclusively yours. Broadband (DSL) connections often state how many others you'll be sharing
your bandwidth with - this is called the Contention Ratio.

Mind your bits and bytes

A bit is a single binary digit (a zero or a one). A kilobit (kb) is about thousand bits
(actually 1024, or 2 to the power 10), and a megabit (Mb) is around a million bits
(1024 x 1024, or 2 to the power 20). You're probably more familiar with bytes, which
are a group of eight bits, and can represent a single character or digit. Hard disk
drives, for example, are measured in megabytes (MB - very small), gigabytes (GB)
or terabytes (TB - very large) - note that in abbreviations, bytes are capital B's and
bits are lower case!

http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/dialup/
http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/dialup/
http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/dialup/
http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/resnet/
http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/resnet/
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Who governs/regulates/controls the
Internet?

• A collective free-for-all?
• A collaborative technocracy?
• A commercial communications network?

This is a difficult question! The Internet grew as a collaborative network of researchers keen
to share their discoveries in a simple, accessible way. Because of this, there was no real need
to regulate or control the Internet; the information was already free and was of interest only to
other researchers, so it didn't need protection. But as the Internet has grown, it has become a
more commercial, public entity, and some who use it now wish it to be governed and policed
to prevent certain types of abuse.

However, there are various bodies that govern parts of the Internet, which we'll look at in the
next few paragraphs.

Domain names

• Map numeric addresses to mnemonic names
• Allocated first-come, first-served (usually)
• One of first areas of dispute over control

One form of control that is necessary (and possible) is the name service, which allocates Domain
Names on the Internet. These are unique names for subnetworks, which allow easier (human)
access to Internet addresses. So, instead of having to remember that Exeter's (numeric) addresses
all begin 144.173, you can just use .ex.ac.uk at the end of a name. (We'll explain more
about addressing in the next lecture).

In the UK, these domain names (all ending in .uk) are managed by an organisation called 
Nominet.UK. It delegates some UK addresses to other organisations, such as UKERNA (for
.ac.uk and .gov.uk addresses), but manages most itself.
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Internet Protocol Addresses

• System of unique numbers needed to find each host

• Managed by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA)

Every computer, server and other device that connects to the internet needs an address to be
found, and these need to be unique across the whole of the network. Managing to keep these
unique and ordered is the job of IANA, the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority.

Other bodies and institutions

• Internet Society (ISOC)

• oversees other Internet organisations

• Internet Architecture Board (IAB)

• manages technical direction of the Internet

• Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)

• standardises technical developments (through RFCs)

On a global level, things are more complex. Since the Internet grew primarily out of the United
States, the bodies that control the Internet worldwide are organised from there. The main body
is IANA, and as previously mentioned, this has overall control for assigning numeric addresses.
Recently, a new corporation, called ICANN, the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers, was set up to oversee this role and other important aspects of Internet governance. All
of these organisations, and many more governing and researching aspects of the Internet, are
members of the Internet Society, as shown in Figure 1.3, “The Internet Society Structure”.
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Figure 1.3. The Internet Society Structure

Who owns the Internet?

• ISPs are charged by network providers for use of backbone
• ISPs sometimes own parts of backbone
• Government bodies also own parts (e.g. JANET)
• Internet traffic travels over many networks, separately owned

This again is a difficult question. The individual networks and connections are owned by many
individual companies and organisations, and each makes the chunks it owns available to be used
to a greater or lesser extent creating the Internet as a whole. So, when you connect to your
ISP from home, you are effectively leasing a connection to their part of the network. They in
turn will lease connections to ISPs and network providers 'upstream', and so on. The core UK
network providers own and maintain a backbone of connections criss-crossing the country. Other
providers run connections to Europe and the United States, and so on.

So when you send an email from your computer in Exeter to your Aunt in Peru or your best
friend travelling the world and connecting in a cybercafe in Touva, the message is travelling via
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many networks owned by many people, companies and government bodies. What's remarkable
is that you're not charged by each company en route, since they all cooperate and allow (almost)
all traffic to pass through. Payment is made through the chain of ISPs by each ISP paying for
its right to connect higher up the chain, and agreeing to pass traffic through its own network.
It's a model that works well, though it is becoming more complex as the commercial value of
connectivity increases.

The multiple ownership of the Internet also has implications for the security of your messages,
as your text will pass through many networks and may be readable by any of them (unless you
take steps to safeguard it); see Chapter 7, Safe and Secure Surfing.

Discussion

1. If you're connected at home, are you happy with your ISP's service and charges?

2. If in University accommodation, are you using ResNet?

3. Do you have a DSL connection? Have you chosen an unmetered service?

4. Do you think the Internet is an anarchy, a democracy, or just a bunch of geeks?

5. Should there be an Internet governing body, with absolute power over its content and
use?

Further reading

There are lots of "easy reading" introductions that cover today's topics. For example,
for more details of how the Internet protocols really work, take a look at http://
www.livinginternet.com/. The protocols are also explained by Gralla (1999) through
easy-to-understand diagrams.

More up to date material can be found on Wikipedia [http://en.wikipedia.org/], but
most of the protocols and mechanisms haven't changed much (though the speeds
they operate at have!).

Other useful introductory reading can be found in Dyson (1997), Gilster (1997) and
Zakon (1993).

http://www.livinginternet.com/
http://www.livinginternet.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/
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Chapter 2. The World Wide Web

What is the World Wide Web?

• web servers, which store the web pages
• web documents, the pages themselves
• web clients, browsers of many types

The Web consists of many millions of internet-connected computers, each with information
on them that their owner has decided to share. These documents can be formed of anything
from plain text to multimedia or even 3D objects. These computers, called servers, deliver this
information over the Internet to client computers (such as your PC at home) using a protocol
called HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol). The HTTP protocol is very simple; essentially it
just provides a mechanism that allows a client to request a document, and a server to send that
document.

As the web has become more and more popular, its capabilities have increased to include such
things as graphics, animations, scripts and even complete computer programs, all embedded into
the pages of the documents. Essentially, the web is the easiest to use of all the internet toolkit
—this is partly why it has become so popular. Various mechanisms allow the viewer to move
around (navigate) the document easily. Clicking on a hyperlink moves you to another part of the
document, or to another document altogether.

Introductory viewing

For a little historical background, take a look at the following video, available on
YouTube:

• The Invention of the World Wide Web [http://uk.youtube.com/watch?
v=1IQFjTnDozo], an excerpt from: "A History of Modern Britain" (2007)
Television programme, BBC1, 19 June.

The Web's unique features

• universal readership
• hyperlinks/hypertext/hypermedia
• authoring for computers and humans
• availability of information
• felxibility to adapt to new forms of media

http://uk.youtube.com/watch?v=1IQFjTnDozo
http://uk.youtube.com/watch?v=1IQFjTnDozo
http://uk.youtube.com/watch?v=1IQFjTnDozo
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The web has become the most predominant of the new digital media, and has provided the
mechanism for many new forms of publishing. There are many reasons why this is so; a few of
them are discussed in the following sections.

Universal readership

• a common format for information (HTML)
• a common access method (HTTP)
• a way to write content...
• ...without having to worry about presentation

As the accessing of information stored on computers has become more widely accepted and used,
the number of methods, and hence the number of computer applications needed, has multiplied.
The web provides a way of integrating these methods and applications, using a common interface
to allow easy access to any information stored on any computer (provided you are authorised
to read it, of course).

HTML or HyperText Markup Language, the language of the web, was specifically designed to
be easy to learn, and was based around the concept of marking text functionally, to ensure a wide
authorship. Thus, when the author wrote their document, they would be able to concentrate on its
structure, and not worry about its presentation. As it has grown, the web has moved away from
this concept, becoming more complex and more graphical than originally envisioned, which has
led to many presentational features creeping into the HTML standard. Happily though, the core
functions still lie beneath all the complexity, and allow more or less anyone to write their own
web pages quickly and easily, with a minimal set of software tools.

Hypertext and Hypermedia

• linked documents create a “web of information”
• choice allows reader to choose path through text
• not a new idea - footnotes, bibliographies!
• technology has given links new power

One of the most powerful features of the web is the ability to link documents together using
hyperlinks. On clicking a hyperlink (usually underlined), the browser tries to access the linked
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document, providing an almost instantaneous cross-referencing system. This creates a non-linear
form of text, known as hypertext. Web pages can also contain multimedia content that can also
be hyperlinked, termed hypermedia. Many theorists believe that hyperlinks change the way we
view and read texts, and certainly the element of choice that hyperlinks give the reader create a
very different reading experience. The idea of hypertext has been around at least as long as books
have contained footnotes or external references/bibliographies, but the computer and the Internet
make following hyperlinks instantaneous (well, almost). See Chapter 4, Writing and Publishing
for more discussion on this topic.

Authoring for computers and humans

• Hypertext Markup Language is designed to be:
• easy for humans to use to present information
• quick to author
• viewable on many computer devices and “platforms”

Though it may not seem so when you first see a raw web page, the language it is written in, HTML,
is designed to be easily read by humans, as well as computers. It was developed to make sharing
information easy, and to make it easy to write documents that would be displayed on many types
of computer. HTML can be interpreted at different levels, even in text-only mode (try turning off
the image-loading in your browser - you'll be surprised at how much faster everything loads, and
how much information is preserved!). Now with devices such as mobile phones having Internet
capabilities, the accessibility of web information is even more important.

Availability of information

• Information available 24/7
• Information often updated in real time
• Access for all on an equal basis

The goal of a web server is to serve information to anyone who requests it; the web pages stored
on the server are made publically available. It's possible to restrict access to certain parts of the
Internet, or to those who have usernames and passwords, but it's not usual - most web sites are
open for all to read their contents. The use of the web as a public space to provoke discussion
or to provide otherwise difficult-to-publish information has been instrumental in its popularity.
Examples of this range from the subversive (terrorists or political groups publishing propaganda)
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to the more mundane (businesses publishing time-critical data such as stock information or
market prices).

Surface and deep web

• Only a small part of the web is publicly accessible (the Surface Web)
• Much of the web is hidden inside intranets and commercial sites
• This “Deep Web” is often not searchable
• Deep web is possibly many times the size of surface web

With the rise of commerce on the Web, and the recognition of the market value that certain types
of information can command, parts of the Web have been locked away, hidden behind corporate
intranets and firewalls, passworded sites, and subscription services.

A high proportion of this Deep or Invisible Web is hidden from view, whether from you and I, or
from search engines. Estimates of the size of this deep Web vary, but most agree that it is many
times the size of the Surface Web, i.e. the web that is open and accessible to the public.

Flexibility to adapt to new media

• The HTTP protocol is media neutral
• HTML is text-only; other media items are stored separately
• The HTML language has evolved to embed new media types into web pages

The HTTP protocol was specifically designed from the outset to be media neutral, in that
the documents and data it transfers need not be in any particular format. As the document is
transferred, it is accompanied by a header which specifies a MIME type (more about MIME in
the section called “Using Email Attachments”), and this tells the browser viewing the item what
needs to be done to display (or play) the data.

Similarly, the HTML language is designed to use these media items by linking to them from
within a web page. HTML has evolved over the years to allow all kinds of media to be embedded;
from simple static images through video and animations, and even to 3D data.

Further reading on Web Theory

For a more in-depth look at the Web's impact on society, there's a good general guide
in Burnett (2003). Weinberger (2002)
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How does the web work?

• Web servers and web browsers communicate via HTTP
• HTTP ensures that all parts of the web page are delivered
• Web browser decides how these items are displayed

The backbone of the web is the network of webservers across the world. These are really just
computers that have a particular type of software running on them - software that knows how to
speak the HTTP protocol and knows which information stored on the computer should be made
accessible through the web.

It's possible to turn almost any computer into a webserver by downloading and installing server
software (the most popular is Apache, see http://www.apache.org/), though it's not
recommended unless you know what you're doing!

Figure 2.1. How HTTP works: retrieving a web page

[Source: http://www.ic.unicamp.br/~921234/IntroZope/slide-04.html]

The HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is actually quite simple. The web browser (or client)
makes a request of a webpage to the server, and the webserver passes the page back to the browser
(see Figure 2.1, “How HTTP works: retrieving a web page”. More cleverly, it also passes back
any images, sounds or other media items back to the browser too.

The web browser is also particularly clever in the way it displays what it retrieves. Web pages
are written in HTML, and the browser knows how to display these correctly, whether you have
a huge flat screen or a tiny screen on a handheld device or phone. The HTML language gives the
browser hints on how to display things, and the browser decides the final layout itself.

http://www.apache.org/
http://www.ic.unicamp.br/~921234/IntroZope/slide-04.html
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How do web addresses work?

• URIs and URLs
• breaking down a URL
• aliases and redirects

The key to accessing all this information is the URI - the Uniform Resource Identifier.
Each web page has a unique address, specified by its URL, which tells the client/browser
how to access the page. See the Wikipedia entry for URI [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Uniform_resource_identifier].

Take, for example: http://piglet.exeter.ac.uk/pallas/index.html

Example 2.1. The parts of a URL

http: the method of “delivery” (ftp, file, etc.) Secure sites use
https, an encrypted form on HTTP. The :// is important
to distinguish this from the server name that follows

piglet.ex.ac.uk: the server computer the document is stored on. This could
also be referred to by its “dotted-quad” IP number, e.g.
144.173.116.100. Breaking this down further:

piglet the “hostname” — the name of the individual computer/
server. These are usually decided upon by the
organisation concerned, and can seem quite random!

exeter the “organisation” - exeter or ex (domain name =
exeter.ac.uk)

ac the “organisation type” - ac or edu for academic sites,
co or com for commercial, gov for government-related
sites, org for non-profits, net for network infrastructure.
net

uk the “country code” - uk, fr, de, etc. (there's no code
for USA) - for more details see the Country Codes FAQ
[http://www.faqs.org/faqs/mail/country-codes/]

pallas: the directory/folder
index.html: the file itself

The slashes (/) are used to separate the parts of the address, in the same way as file locations
use backslashes on your own PC. So, for example,

  C:\Documents and Settings\gbstring\My Documents\website\hello.html
                    

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniform_resource_identifier
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniform_resource_identifier
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniform_resource_identifier
http://www.faqs.org/faqs/mail/country-codes/
http://www.faqs.org/faqs/mail/country-codes/
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is equivalent to

 file:///c:/Documents%20and%20Settings/gbstring/My%20Documents/#
  website/hello.html
                    

where %20 represents a space character. Note that spaces in filenames work well in Microsoft
Windows, but don't work at all well with many webservers.

Avoid spaces in filenames

You can see from this example that spaces in filenames may work well in Microsoft
Windows, but don't work at all well with many webservers. It's usually best to avoid
anything except alphanumeric characters to name you files, though the hyphen(-)
and underscore (_) are usually OK.

There're a couple of other features of this address that you may come across elsewhere on the
web. The “hostname” here is piglet.ex.ac.uk, but I've also set up an ALIAS which points
the name pallas to this server, so that we can use

    http://pallas.ex.ac.uk/pallas/index.html
                    

to refer to the same page. An alias is defined by your ISP in the DNS (Domain Name System)
records, so has to be set up by them.

There's also a REDIRECT for the default page, i.e. if no page is given in the address, then the
webserver will automatically add the pallas/index.html file path to the page. Try typing

    http://pallas.ex.ac.uk/
                    

and see what happens.

Why do we use HTML?

• compact and efficient language
• extensible to encompass new media formats
• standardised
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The web is merely another type of medium, just like television, newspapers or radio, for
transmitting information. The HTML language was designed to be an efficient way of achieving
this transfer of data, and was designed to be evolve as new media formats were created, whilst
remaining predictable to use.

HTML does not prescribe what people should put on their Web pages, and it
evolves as an open standard to cope with their desires and demands for new
facilities. Nobody plays God on the Web.

— Naughton (1999, 271)

Standardisation

• HTML language is well-defined by web standards
• W3C organises and ratifies these standards
• HTML is evolving into XHTML (eXtensible HTML)
• XHTML has stricter rules, but greater flexibility

HTML is a standard language, which should mean that all web browsers interpret it in exactly
the same way. The standard is decided upon by a large body of volunteers and experts, who
oversee its progress and guide its development. This body is managed by the World Wide Web
Consortium (the W3C, http://www.w3.org/), and currently recommends the use of HTML
4.01, its latest standard).

One of the reasons that the web is so widely used is that the standardisation of HTML has
allowed many developers to produce browser software, for many types of computer. The original
definition of HTML was written in a language called SGML (Standard Generalised Markup
Language), designed to allow computers to read language definitions easily. This means that
HTML is defined very precisely, which is why you need to be equally precise when writing your
web pages. If a web page is written in such a way that it conforms to the SGML definition, then it
should be readable by all browsers conforming to that definition. Checking that your document
conforms to the definition of, say, the HTML 4.01 standard, is called validation, of which more
below!

The next generation of HTML, called XHTML, is defined in a cut-down version of SGML called
XML (eXtensible Markup Language). XHTML is stricter in its definition of tags (you can't get
away with lazy marking-up, such as missing off closing tags), but it is much more flexible, in
that it is much easier for computers to interpret. When a computer reads any kind of document,
it must follow a strict pattern or syntax, and the stricter this is, the easier the computer finds the
interpretation, even though we as humans may find it difficult to write so accurately. Tools such
as Dreamweaver and dedicated XML editors make writing this stricter form of HTML much
easier.

http://www.w3.org/
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Ease of use

• HTML designed to be simple and intuitive for humans
• HTML originally had little concept of presentation
• Designers have pushed HTML to have more presentational control
• XHTML moves presentation out to other more suitable languages

Despite the impression you may get when first seeing a page of HTML, it's an easy language to
learn. When you're writing HTML, you're not programming a computer, you're marking up text
to be displayed in a browser. It's a bit like formatting text in Microsoft Word, except that you use
text-based tags to create the formatting. This makes the markup more visible, and more robust.
The basic tags that are used to create a simple document are easy to learn, and are structured
logically so that documents can be written and read intuitively.

HTML was also designed so that the author of the document didn't need to worry about
presentation of the page on the screen. However, as the web has evolved, web authors have taken
more control over presentation to get the look they want, and HTML has evolved to cope with
that by adding presentational tags.

As HTML evolves again into XHTML, much of this presentational aspect is being removed
again, because other languages have grown up to cope with the presentation, notably Cascading
StyleSheets (CSS). We'll look at this aspect in the practical classes.

How do I make a web page?

Getting started.

• Mark up text with tags
• Match the opening <tag> with a closing </tag>
• Nest the tags, don't overlap them

It's easy! Remember that all you're doing is marking up text --- adding marks to a text that describe
its structure or format. The markup is done using tags which are enclosed in angle-brackets (less-
than and greater-than symbols). For example, <title> marks the beginning of the title of a
document. To mark the end of a structure, the corresponding close-tag is used, e.g. </title>.

To look at the markup used in this document (if you're feeling brave), choose view → page source
from the Internet Explorer or Firefox menu.
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Here's an example of a truly minimalist web page:

Example 2.2. A minimalist web page

    <html>
        <head>
            <title>My first web page</title>
        </head>
        <body>
            <h1>My First Web Page</h1>
            <p>HTML is quite easy to learn.</p>
        </body>
    </html> 
                            

Note that for each opening tag there is also a closing tag, and that tags are nested rather than
overlapped. Also note that the document is divided up into logical sections; the head and the
body. There are rules as to which tags can appear in which section, and which tags can be nested
inside which others. These rules are defined in the standards, but the easiest way to discover
them is by looking at other web pages, and by validating your own pages (see below). Trial and
error is the key to writing good web pages!

If you're itching to have a go, take a look at the 10 minute guide [http://www.w3.org/MarkUp/
Guide/] which will get you started. Use Notepad to write your page--writing it in Wordpad or
Word will cause problems because they try to do clever tricks as soon as they think you're writing
HTML.

Discovering more tags

• learn by trial and error
• use the 'view source' command
• but always refer back to the standards
• ... there's lots of bad HTML around!

The best quick reference guide to HTML is the W3Schools tag guide [http://
www.w3schools.com/tags/]. It is really just a list of all the possible HTML tags, with details on
what they do and which attributes can be used with them. The latest version conforms to the
HTML 4.01 standard [http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/], which is recommended for compatibility
with most browsers. The recommendation for XHTML 1.0 [http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/],
a stricter version of HTML 4.01, has been released, but is only now beginning to be widely

http://www.w3.org/MarkUp/Guide/
http://www.w3.org/MarkUp/Guide/
http://www.w3.org/MarkUp/Guide/
http://www.w3schools.com/tags/
http://www.w3schools.com/tags/
http://www.w3schools.com/tags/
http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/
http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/
http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/
http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/
http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/
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implemented (this document gets quite technical in places, but is the authoritative reference
guide). It's possible to use earlier standards, such as HTML 3.2, but if you are designing web
pages for the most recent browsers (eg. Netscape 6+, Internet Explorer 5+, etc.), then the more
flexible set of tags that HTML 4.01 or XHTML 1.0 provide will be worth exploring.

There's a comprehensive style-guide [http://www.w3.org/Provider/Style/Overview.html],
created by Tim Berners-Lee (the inventor of HTML), which is a little out of date, but of immense
historical interest.

Beyond this, almost all you need to know about web editing and design can be found at the
W3Schools [http://www.w3schools.com/] & WebMonkey [http://www.webmonkey.com/] sites.

Validate!

• Checks your X/HTML against the "Standard"
• Can give you clues to errors in your markup
• Can also be very confusing!
• Important for checking usability and disability access

To check whether your HTML tags are syntactically correct, you can use a validation service.
This will compare your document against the SGML Document Type Definition (DTD) which
defines how HTML should be written. Useful validation services can be found at the W3C
[http://validator.w3.org/], NetMechanic [http://www.netmechanic.com/] or Dr. Watson [http://
watson.addy.com/]. Some validation services only work if they can discover which DTD you're
using--if you get an error message, try inserting a <!DOCTYPE> statement before the <HTML>
tag, e.g.:

  <!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN">
     

or

  <!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN" 
    "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd">

This is a statement that tells the validator (or any other program used to view or process your
document) which standard (or DTD - Document Type Definition) you've used to write your page,
and hence which tags are allowed in which order. The ones above are for the W3C's HTML 4.01
and XHTML 1.0 standards, but there are also browser-specific DTD's and other standards.

http://www.w3.org/Provider/Style/Overview.html
http://www.w3.org/Provider/Style/Overview.html
http://www.w3schools.com/
http://www.w3schools.com/
http://www.webmonkey.com/
http://www.webmonkey.com/
http://validator.w3.org/
http://validator.w3.org/
http://www.netmechanic.com/
http://www.netmechanic.com/
http://watson.addy.com/
http://watson.addy.com/
http://watson.addy.com/
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You can also check your document's style at a weblint site (e.g. at Washington University
[http://www.washington.edu/webinfo/weblint.cgi]), or check its accessibility for people with
disabilities (at Watchfire's Bobby/WebXACT [http://webxact.watchfire.com/]).

http://www.washington.edu/webinfo/weblint.cgi
http://www.washington.edu/webinfo/weblint.cgi
http://webxact.watchfire.com/
http://webxact.watchfire.com/
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Chapter 3. Mail, News and More

The Nature and Use of Email

• Email can be both interactive and asynchronous
• Email tends to be a hybrid of spoken and written language
• Email can be both transient and permanent

“Email is clearly a language form in flux.”
— [Baron (2000, p.252)]

In terms of the history of communication, email is a relatively new medium; to some extent, we
are still discovering how best to use it in our day-to-day lives. Email has several features that
distinguish it from other forms of communication, and which often create problems for new users.

Firstly, email is designed to be asynchronous, and as such is like “snailmail” (ordinary paper-
based post) or voicemail; there's not meant to be an immediate reply or conversation involved,
and the mail sits in the inbox until collected by the recipient. However, it's also often fast enough
to be used synchronously, so that two correspondents can, if online at the same time, hold
something like a conversation using email.

Secondly, and perhaps because of this first point, it is emerging in language terms as a hybrid
of speech and writing. Emails tend to be more casual than letters or memos, but more formal
than a phone or face-to-face conversation. This often causes problems for new users who have
difficulty in finding the correct “register” for their emails, and often use too formal or too casual
language in inappropriate situations.

The relatively relaxed nature of email communication combined with the ease with which
messages can be distributed and archived also leads to problems. In a landmark libel action (WPA
vs. Norwich Union Healthcare, 2000 [http://www.cyberlawatsidley.com/cyberlaw/features/
misuse.asp]) against a subsidiary of the Norwich Union Insurance Company by one of its
competitors, court orders were obtained to ensure that emails relevant to the case were preserved,
and these emails were subsequently used as evidence in the trial. What may have just been casual
office gossip around the photocopier just a few years ago becomes admissible evidence because
it is written rather than spoken.

A similar situation occurred in the mid-eighties with the internal (non-Internet) email system
installed in the US White House offices. Again, the backup tapes of email correspondence were

http://www.cyberlawatsidley.com/cyberlaw/features/misuse.asp
http://www.cyberlawatsidley.com/cyberlaw/features/misuse.asp
http://www.cyberlawatsidley.com/cyberlaw/features/misuse.asp
http://www.cyberlawatsidley.com/cyberlaw/features/misuse.asp
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seized, and were used in the inquiry against Oliver North and others surrounding the Iran-Contra
scandal. This highlighted the fact that, with digital data, merely deleting the file or message is
not enough; it's all too often recovereable from somewhere.

There's much more material on the characteristics and effects of email in Stefik (1997, esp.
pp.111-123).

How Email Works

• More protocols:

• SMTP - distributes mail between mailservers

• POP - used to download mail to your computer

• IMAP - used to access your mail remotely on a server

Email provides a fast, efficient delivery system for text-based messages. As with all applications
on the Internet, it uses certain protocols to achieve this, as illustrated in Figure 3.1, “How email
works”:

• SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) is used to distribute mail between servers, and by the
mail client to send the message initially;

• POP (Post Office Protocol) is used by the mail client to download messages and headers to a
local computer from the mail server. POP is useful if you want to read your mail offline (ie not
connected to your mailserver), as it downloads and stores your email on your own computer.

• IMAP (Internet Message Access Protocol) is used by clients to access mail directly on the mail
server. With IMAP, the mail usually stays stored on the recipient's server until it is deleted -
the mail client only views the mail, rather than downloading it.

On campus, it's possible to use either IMAP or POP; if you access your mail with the Mulberry,
Simeon or Execmail clients, then you're probably using IMAP, whereas if you use Eudora,
Outlook or Netscape to access mail, then you're most likely using POP.
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Figure 3.1. How email works

Using Email Attachments

• Basic email is text-only
• Other information needs to be encoded as text

• e.g. a MS-Word document is binary data

• needs to be converted to a text form
• Common formats: UUEncode, BinHex, MIME

Email was designed to be a text-only medium, and various tricks need to be used in order to send
any other type of data. You've probably already come across attachments, which allow you to
package a file or files within the email. The file is encoded so that it won't become corrupted
when passing through the email system, in one of several formats:

• UUEncoded — outdated and not very common now;
• BinHexed — common on Apple Macintosh computers
• MIME — Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension — the almost universal standard for the

Internet.

If you have a choice of formats to encode your attachment, MIME is almost always the best
choice. If someone sends you an attachment in a format that your mail client can't support,
then there are free tools available from most shareware/freeware websites (e.g. TuCows [http://
www.tucows.com/downloads/Windows/IS-IT/FileManagement/]) that can decode them for you.

http://www.tucows.com/downloads/Windows/IS-IT/FileManagement/
http://www.tucows.com/downloads/Windows/IS-IT/FileManagement/
http://www.tucows.com/downloads/Windows/IS-IT/FileManagement/
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Top Tips for Effective Email

• Stick to a single subject: it's easier to organise
• Make your subject describe the contents
• Only send to directly interested people
• Keep your signature concise
• Send plain text by default, not HTML
• Don't send large attachments unexpectedly
• When replying, make it clear who said what

There's a few things to remember when using email that'll make it easier for you and those you're
communicating with to read and organise mail. Here's a few suggestions:

1. Keep to a single subject will make searching for information in archives much easier.
Particularly for work purposes, only discussing the topic in the email title will make it easier to
return to the information later. It's almost as easy to send several short mails as one long one.

2. Use descriptive subjects to make it clear what the email is about. Also, make sure that your
descriptive name is set correctly; it's more useful to see “Jim Smith” on the header that just
“jim”.

3. Only add necessary recipients to the To: or CC: lists, so that only those interested in the email
will receive it. Don't send to a 20-member email list because you want five people on the list
to receive it; you'll have five happy recipients but fifteen unhappy ones.

4. Keep your signature small to reduce bandwidth and avoid taking up too much space in people's
inboxes.

5. Given a choice between HTML email and text email, send plain text by default, until you
know that someone can receive attachments or HTML-ised mail.

6. Don't send huge attachments, as it puts a considerable load on the mail server, and the mail
may be rejected by your recipient's mail server as too large.

7. Keep quotes in replies informative and neat, making sure that replies to replies are nested and
its clear who said what!

Email Safety and Security

• Email is an unencrypted, plain-text format
• Sensitive information needs additional protection
• Embedded web addresses are often 'phishing'
• Be careful what you open...
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Remember that plain email is not completely secure; it may be read by anyone listening on the
networks that the email passes through. This is true for most of the traffic that passes through
the Internet. It's possible to use a program called a Packet Sniffer to listen to all the data passing
through a particular area of the network, and unless your data is encrypted, it will appear as plain
text in this program. There are ways of making email more secure, using an encryption package
such as PGP (Pretty Good Privacy), but they are often tricky to use.

There are a few things you need to remember to stay safe with email:

• Don't trust the sender's name, as it can be “spoofed”.
• Never send passwords or credit card details using plain email.
• Never open unknown attachments. Viruses are most commonly spread through attachments

that install rogue programs when opened.
• Be careful of clicking links in HTML emails, or at least check where the link points to by

examining the HTML. Misdirected links are the most common form of phishing “bait”.
• Make sure your email reader doesn't automatically open HTML mail or images. Often, opening

images on junk mail can send an indication back to the bulk-emailer that your email address
is “active”.

• Choose a sensible password for your email account (i.e. not a common name or dictionary
word, preferably a random string of numbers and letters), and use a secure mail program if
possible.

• Keep your virus checker up to date (you do use one, don't you?), and visit http://
update.microsoft.com/ regularly and download/install any critical updates.

Web-based Email

• an interface to email through interactive web pages
• more accessible and convenient than traditional email clients
• less powerful for manipulating email archives, etc.
• try the University webmail service [http://www.ex.ac.uk/its/email/webmail.shtml]!

A more recent development is the web-based mail service, such as HotMail, Yahoo Mail, and
others. These display your inbox in a web page, and use web forms to allow you to send messages.
They are often a “front-end” to a normal mail server, but because they are web-based, are usually
simpler and easier to use than a traditional mail client. Web-mail is usually a free service, paid
for by advertising banners displayed above your inbox (after all, you are a captive audience).

Web-mail can be used to centralise your email to a single mail address (the name of which you
can often choose part of yourself); since only web protocols (HTTP/HTML) are used, your inbox
is normally accessible from anywhere in the world. And of course, if you sign up to one of the
free providers, this address stays with you if you move job, move location, or even graduate,
which doesn't happen with your University or work-related email address.

http://update.microsoft.com/
http://update.microsoft.com/
http://www.ex.ac.uk/its/email/webmail.shtml
http://www.ex.ac.uk/its/email/webmail.shtml
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So, with all these benefits, why aren't we all using web-mail rather than Simeon or Eudora?
Well, there are a few drawbacks. From an administrators point of view, web mail is a bit of a
nightmare. Accessing your inbox involves downloading graphics-intensive web pages, which use
up precious bandwidth. From computers on campus, using a service in the US (such as HotMail)
can actually cost the University money, since some transatlantic traffic incurs a charge. And there
is no way that email can be backed up or recovered from these web services.

From a user's perspective, you are trusting your personal email to a third party, about whom you
probably know very little. This could mean that your data and mail could be accessible to others,
or even be sold as marketing data (check the privacy/usage policy for your service carefully!).
These aspects may seem trivial, but as we become more aware of the value of our personal data
and correspondence, they could become important issues for some individuals.

The University now provides a web gateway [http://www.ex.ac.uk/its/email/webmail.shtml] to
the campus mail server at which should give you access to your University mail account, and
which doesn't have the problems detailed above. The University's webmail system has an added
advantage -- it uses encryption to encode the mail from your computer to the Exeter mail server,
though from the mail server onwards, your mail will still be plain text.

Hotmail, Google's Gmail, etc.

• There are many providers of 'free' email
• Independent from University
• Ask about privacy and reliability
• University mail can be forwarded [http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/email/forward.shtml]

Outside the University, there are plenty of free email services that you can subscribe to. For
example, MSN Hotmail [http://www.hotmail.com/] gives you webmail-like access to an inbox
and many other features, for the price of looking at advertising when as you read your email.
Google's Gmail [http://www.gmail.com/] has less obtrusive advertising, a bigger inbox, but fewer
features and a simpler interface. To get your own gmail account, you need to be invited by an
existing gmailer.

An external mail account can have significant advantages:

• it won't expire when you leave the University.
• it's independent of the University, and mail sent to it can't be easily read by the Uni.

There are also disadvantages, though:

• if something goes wrong and an important University email is lost, it's your responsibility.
• you are dependent on the service to be reliable and always available.

http://www.ex.ac.uk/its/email/webmail.shtml
http://www.ex.ac.uk/its/email/webmail.shtml
http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/email/forward.shtml
http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/email/forward.shtml
http://www.hotmail.com/
http://www.hotmail.com/
http://www.gmail.com/
http://www.gmail.com/
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Redirecting your University Mail

Remember though, that most official emails are only sent to your University address,
so you'll need to forward those emails on or regularly log into both accounts. It's
easy to set up forwarding [http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/email/forward.shtml] of your
University email, but don't forget to test it's working (send a mail to your Uni
account) otherwise you may lose some important messages.

Mailing lists

• explodes an email to everyone on a list of recipients
• often set up to discuss a specific subject
• many online “communities” are mailing-list based

Where there's a group of people you need to send emails to regularly, it's useful to have a way of
automating the process. One way is to use the address book built into most email clients, which
will probably allow you to group people together and send to them all at once. However, this is
only useful if only yourself will ever mail things to that group. If you need broader access to a list
of people, such as in a discussion list, it's possible to set up public mailing lists. These are also
known as "mail exploders", because any mail sent to their address is duplicated and sent to each
name on the list. Mailing lists are a very efficient way of distributing such things as newsletters
or group discussions to large numbers of recipients.

Mailing lists vary in the way they are organised; some are publicly available and open to mail
from anyone, others are restricted to receiving mail only from the members or subscribers of
the list. Yet others are moderated, where the list owner filters, edits or censors the mails that are
submitted to the list.

Most mailing lists cover a single subject or group of people, and there are many thousands of
public lists that you can subscribe to. To get started, take a look at the JISCmail site [http://
www.jiscmail.ac.uk/] which runs a range of UK Academic-related lists.

Spam, spam, spam, spam . . .

• Spam is "unsolicited bulk email"
• Email is cheap/free way to advertise to millions
• Spam filters are at best unreliable
• Don't get your name on the lists in the first place!

http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/email/forward.shtml
http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/email/forward.shtml
http://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/
http://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/
http://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/
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The fact that sending multiple emails is free or extremely cheap has led to large amounts of junk
email, or spam, being sent across the Internet. It's possible to buy lists containing millions of
email addresses known to be active, which can be used by companies to send advertisements
and marketing information. Spamming is generally frowned upon in the Internet community at
large, and it's particularly bad practice to continually spam the same email addresses over and
again without giving the recipients a chance to opt out of the list. However, there are many
unscrupulous companies that do this; sometimes they will use your request to opt out of the
mailshot as verification that your address is “live”. There's no easy way to deal with spam, except
to ignore it and delete it as it arrives.

• Investigate the University's spam-filtering service [http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/email/
spam.shtml]. It won't get rid of all the spam, but will reduce it.

• Be careful where you type your email address, especially when creating web pages, as
spammers use 'address harvester' programs to scour the Web for active addresses.

• Don't give your address to unknown web providers or advertisers.

• Make sure you check the “no further email” box when signing up to any new service, if there
is one

• If you have to put your email address on the web, make it a non-machine-readable form, for
example use G.B.Stringer <at> exeter <dot> ac <dot> uk or some other
only-human-interpretable form

There are some general guidelines on dealing with spam in your University email, and lots of
other useful advice, on the IT Services email page [http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/email/index.php].

Emoticons and Acronyms

• Simple abbreviations for complex emotions?

• Well used acronyms are part of Internet culture

• Smileys often now used ironically

In the early days of email, people quickly discovered the limitations of a textual medium to
convey very personal, emotional thoughts. To try to provide shortcuts to emotional language,
smileys were born. Intended to be “read” sideways-on, they provided a substitute for facial
expression, albeit in a very primitive fashion.

Emoticons or smileys express emotion:

http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/email/spam.shtml
http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/email/spam.shtml
http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/email/spam.shtml
http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/email/index.php
http://www.its.ex.ac.uk/email/index.php
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Example 3.1. A few emoticons (or smileys)

• :-) happy
• :-( sad
• ;^) tongue-in-cheek
• :-P tongue sticking out
• :-O surprised (open mouthed)
• %-\ a pretty bad hangover

There's a canonical list  [http://www.astro.umd.edu/~marshall/smileys.html] of well used
smileys, and an  almost exhaustive list [http://www.computeruser.com/resources/dictionary/
emoticons.html] of every possible combination of features. Acronyms and abbreviations abound,
particularly in chat programs and virtual worlds. Here are a few...

Example 3.2. Commonly used email abbreviations

• LOL laughs out loud
• IMHO in my humble opinion
• BTW by the way
• RTFM read the flippin' manual!
• <g> grin

There are a number of lists of these acronyms and abbreviations, such as the one at NetLingo
[http://www.netlingo.com/emailsh.cfm], and there's even an acronym server [http://silmaril.ie/
cgi-bin/uncgi/acronyms]

Instant Messaging

• Grew out of basic “talk” applications on mainframes
• Internet connectivity has revitalised use of IM
• Many competing protocols which do not interoperate
• Though some clients are able to talk several protocols
• Like email, interesting in terms of linguistic registers

The use of computers for more synchronous (real-time) communication arose from the tools
available in mainframe operating systems in the sixties and seventies, where two users connected
to the system could chat in real-time, even if connected distantly via a modem or other dedicated
connection. Often, these clients showed a “live” view of the other's screen, with messages
appearing as each participant typed. Of course, these applications were extremely restricted,
needing access to large-scale computers, and dedicated connections.

http://www.astro.umd.edu/~marshall/smileys.html
http://www.astro.umd.edu/~marshall/smileys.html
http://www.computeruser.com/resources/dictionary/emoticons.html
http://www.computeruser.com/resources/dictionary/emoticons.html
http://www.computeruser.com/resources/dictionary/emoticons.html
http://www.netlingo.com/emailsh.cfm
http://www.netlingo.com/emailsh.cfm
http://silmaril.ie/cgi-bin/uncgi/acronyms
http://silmaril.ie/cgi-bin/uncgi/acronyms
http://silmaril.ie/cgi-bin/uncgi/acronyms
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With the home computer revolution of the 1980s, this evolved into the BBS or Bulletin Board
System, where a home computer (I had a BBC Micro) could be used as a terminal to connect to
the larger computer system running the BBS, allowing people to leave asynchronous messages
(a fore-runner of email) and sometimes, chat in real-time with others who were logged in.

In the late 1990s, Instant Messaging (IM) evolved into a purely Internet-based phenomenon,
with such applications as ICQ (I-Seek-You) and AOL Instant Messenger (AIM) providing
synchronous text capabilities to subscribers of their service.

Now, there are a number of protocols and clients competing for IM traffic, such as Microsoft's
Windows Live (formerly MSN) Messenger, AIM, Google Talk, Jabber, and many others, mostly
not interoperable with each other. Many add features such as voice and video.

The language of Instant Messages has been the subject of studies in that, like email, it seems to
be a hybrid of several variants of written and spoken language, often coupled to abbreviations
and shortcuts similar to text messaging on mobile telephone networks:

“IM is interactive discourse among friends that is conducive to informal
language,” says Denis, “but at the same time, it is a written interface which tends
to be more formal than speech.”

—Derek Denis, quoted in Mark Peters (2008), Instant messaging 'a linguistic
renaissance' for teens, newscientist.com News Service. Available from: http://
technology.newscientist.com/article/mg19826566.600 [accessed 2008-05-15].

Reading the News

• Usenet News and NNTP
• RSS Feeds, Aggregators and Podcasts

Although the web is most Internet users' primary tool, there are many other ways to access current
information online. Here are a selection of old and new methods, and a brief look at the tools
that go with them.

Usenet News and NNTP

• Distributed public discussion forums
• Requires a newsreader client
• Access often restricted to local/approved groups
• Some material may be offensive/illegal - be careful!

http://technology.newscientist.com/article/mg19826566.600
http://technology.newscientist.com/article/mg19826566.600
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In the early days of the Internet, before the Web was invented, there were many ways of
distributing information across the net. One of the most successful was Usenet News. Usenet
is best thought of as a set of public discussion groups, which you can access at any time and
which is constantly being updated. Access to Usenet requires yet another type of client, called a
Newsreader, that reads yet another protocol, NNTP or Network News Transport Protocol. This
allows you to select which newsgroups you'd like to read, and will download the headers for
those groups. You can then select individual articles to read. A typical newsreader is shown in
Figure 3.2, “A typical newsreader (screenshot)”.

Usenet has largely been replaced by web-based discussion groups and chat tools such as ICQ
and IRC (more later on these), though many newsgroups remain active. A typical news server
will still carry upwards of 20,000 groups. The news service provided on campus is limited since
supplying a full news service needs large amounts of disk space, so you may find the range of
groups restricted if you install your own client.

The nature of Usenet news, in particular the ease with which you can post relatively anonymous
articles, has meant that many newsgroups have been used to carry some “interesting” material —
for example, many of the “alt.binaries” groups are used to distribute pirated music and software,
cracks and pornography — so, caveat lector!

Figure 3.2. A typical newsreader (screenshot)

Source: http://www.forteinc.com/agent/index.php [accessed 20 October 2006].

http://www.forteinc.com/agent/index.php
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RSS Feeds and Aggregators

• RSS - Really Simple Syndication

• Method of packaging small news items

• Can be downloaded by an aggregator

There are more modern ways of reading the news, which are a little more user friendly and
less tricky (usually) to set up. For example, many websites now offer an RSS (Really Simple
Syndication) “feed” to distribute news, updates or other time-sensitive information. To view it,
you need News Aggregator software, either to run separately or as a plug-in for your browser. I'd
recommend using the Firefox [http://www.mozilla.org/products/firefox/] browser, which detects
the RSS feeds linked inside web pages, and allows you to create bookmarks listing the latest
news articles.

Figure 3.3. RSS Live Bookmarks in the Firefox Browser

Source: screen capture.

http://www.mozilla.org/products/firefox/
http://www.mozilla.org/products/firefox/
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Podcasts, Audio and Video via RSS

• RSS used to provide links to audio and video

• Aggregator can download files to schedule

• Aggregator software often ties in with music players

Sometimes, sites such as the BBC make certain audio/video programmes or features available
in a similar way; these have come to be known as Podcasts, a term derived from making
broadcasts for the iPod. Apple's iTunes software has an excellent interface for downloading
podcasts, but if you're not an iTunes user, there are other clients that can download these
(which most do automatically as they are made available). My recommendation is Juice
[http://juicereceiver.sourceforge.net/]. You can find new podcasts by looking at one of the
many directories (e.g. learnoutloud.com [http://www.learnoutloud.com/Podcast-Directory/],
podcast.net [http://www.podcast.net/]) or finding podcast-friendly news sites, such as the BBC's
Podcast Directory [http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio/podcasts/directory/].

http://juicereceiver.sourceforge.net/
http://juicereceiver.sourceforge.net/
http://www.learnoutloud.com/Podcast-Directory/
http://www.learnoutloud.com/Podcast-Directory/
http://www.podcast.net/
http://www.podcast.net/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio/podcasts/directory/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio/podcasts/directory/
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Figure 3.4. A typical podcast aggregator

Source: http://juicereceiver.sourceforge.net/screenshots/index.php
[accessed 20 October 2006].

Transferring Files

• Transfers raw data files to/from a server
• Allows transfer of new web pages up to a webserver
• University recommends FileZilla, but others are available
• Standard FTP not secure; use SCP for sensitive data

The World Wide Web is primarily a one-way medium—your web client retrieves pages
distributed by a web server. This is partly due to the design of the HTTP protocol, which allows

http://juicereceiver.sourceforge.net/screenshots/index.php
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servers to send out information very efficiently. However, when designing an publishing web
pages, you'll need to send information to the server, and this is often done using an FTP client.
FTP is more of a two-way protocol, and allows you to put files on the server as well as get
them off.

Originally, FTP clients were command-based, and difficult to use. Now, there are many graphical
clients that allow you to FTP by dragging and dropping or manipulating icons. The free FTP
client that's installed on the public PCs, FileZilla [http://filezilla.sourceforge.net/], is somewhere
between the two--it provides a graphical way to issue FTP commands. There's a local guide [link
to be added] to using FileZilla that you should read before you try to publish your web pages.

One thing to watch with FTP is whether your files are transferred using ASCII or binary mode.
The ASCII mode should be used for any plain text files (including .htm, .html and .txt
files), and the binary mode for almost everything else. The reason for this is historical; UNIX
systems (such as most web servers) mark the end of each line of a text file differently to MS-
Windows and MS-DOS computers. If a text file written in Windows is transferred directly to a
UNIX computer (ie using binary mode), the UNIX system can't tell where the ends of lines are,
and odd things happen. When ASCII mode is selected, the FTP program translates the end-of-
line markers from one system to the other, creating files that work properly. If you get lots of
^M characters appearing, or everything appears on a single, very long line, you'll know that the
file has not been translated in this way.

Figure 3.5. A command-line FTP client

Source: Captured locally.

Security and FTP.  There is one major drawback to FTP. When you make the initial
connection, your password for the server is sent across the network in plain, readable text (you
can even download programs —packet-sniffers— which will read these passwords as they go
whizzing past your PC). On a modern, properly designed intranet (i.e. the network within an

http://filezilla.sourceforge.net/
http://filezilla.sourceforge.net/
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organisation or company) this isn't a problem, but if you're accessing the FTP server across the
Internet, any number of people could read that password.

To solve this problem, there're secure versions of the FTP protocol, called SFTP and SCP. These
are entirely encrypted, so not only is your password safe, but all the data that you transfer is
protected too. You can download a Windows application called WinSCP [http://winscp.net/eng/
index.php] which speaks both of these protocols, though beware that not all servers can talk the
SFTP/SCP protocols yet.

Telnet and SSH

• Allows you to log into a remote computer

• Often used to administer webservers etc.

• Again, be careful about security

So far, we've looked at clients that allow you to transfer information to and from servers on the
Internet. Sometimes though, you need to actually use the computer your connecting to, whether
to run a program, search a database, or modify a file directly. In this case, you need to log into
the computer using an application called telnet. This connects to a remote computer and allows
you to use it just as if you were sitting at its keyboard.

Like a web browser, telnet is a client application that connects to a server. But unlike the web,
telnet allows you to interact directly with the command-line interface of the server computer. It's
also synchronous, which means that it's often used to connect to real-time servers such as virtual
worlds or chat programs.

Terminal Emulation. When you connect to a server using telnet, you are emulating a terminal
connected physically to that computer. As there are many types of terminal, you need to choose
which type you want to be to access the server--this is called the terminal emulation. Normally,
you can select this in the telnet client's preferences. Often, wierd things happen if you select the
wrong terminal type, so if you get random characters splurged all over the screen, try a different
emulation. The most common setting is called vt100, so it's worth trying that one first.

Secure versions of Telnet. As with FTP, telnet is not a very secure way of connecting to a
computer. If you need to connect to a remote computer regularly, or need to access sensitive
information or use administrator privileges, then you need to use a secure version of Telnet, such
as SSH. This protocol is widely available in many products; my preference is for PuTTY [http://
www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/] which is very reliable and is free.

http://winscp.net/eng/index.php
http://winscp.net/eng/index.php
http://winscp.net/eng/index.php
http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/
http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/
http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/
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Terminal Services, Remote Desktop, etc.

• More graphical way of logging in to remote computer
• Allows direct access to the normal graphical interface
• Again, there are security considerations

Another way to “log in” to a remote computer is to use a graphical client, such as Microsoft's
Terminal Services / Remote Desktop. These allow you to access the graphical user interface
(GUI) of the remote computer directly, as if you were sitting in front of its monitor. Many
computer operating systems have this capability, including XWindows for Linux/Unix, and
Apple's Remote Desktop for Macintosh. You can also download services which allow access to
a remote computer through a web browser, such as VNC.

As with any software that allows remote access to your PC, these programs and facilities should
be used with care, and with one eye on their security at all times. Make sure you set secure
passwords and enable any encryption that's available to ensure someone can't gain access to your
computer and files without your knowledge.
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Chapter 4. Writing and Publishing

Hyperlinks have not been introduced because they are more useful for retrieving
information than the old hierarchical ordering. Rather, they are the natural way
to use the speed and processing power of computers to relate a vast amount of
information without needing to understand it or impose any authoritarian or even
generally accepted structure on it.

— Dreyfus (2001, 9)

Hypertext and the Reader

• What effect is hypertext having on the way we read?
• Dumbing down literacy?
• Increasing our efficiency?
• Creating our own text?
• Searchable text?
• Rhetorical links?

The hypertext link has transformed the way we learn, investigate and remember. As we saw
in an earlier section the power of linking information together was realised well before the
development of the personal computer.

However, we are only just beginning to understand how to use links effectively, and we have
much to learn about the impact that hypertext will have on our discovery and management of
information. In this section, we'll look at some initial observations that are being made about the
web, and our use of it.

Dumbing down literacy?

• Hypertext vs. linear text
• In-depth vs. skim-reading
• Reduced attention span or faster task-switching?
• The debate continues....

There have been many claims as to the advantages and disadvantages of reading hypertext
documents rather than linear paper-based versions. The most common (see Birkerts (1994, 1996,
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1998) & Stephenson (1995) for example) is that of reducing our attention span; it is true that
in reading a hyperlinked text, we tend to skim and skip, and are tempted to click on anything
that seems relevant, however briefly. However, this effect seems as much a part of our current
culture, with countless TV stations to flick between, and video games and online chat taking the
place of reading and letter-writing. It may also be a result of our information overload — skim-
reading everything just to cope with the amount of information heading our way — or it may be
a more fundamental shift in the way we read and understand text (Hayles 2002, Dreyfus 2001).

Increasing our efficiency?

• Hypertext is one of many tools we use to read
• Traditional publishing also uses these tools
• Footnotes, continuations, stand-out quotes, highlighting

In fact, the web at its best encourages us to read more efficiently; we find information more easily
and quickly through not reading every piece of text, but by filtering what is relevant to us from
the vast amounts of information passing by our senses. This is perhaps more necessary than ever
in today's world of information overload,

We have always had skills in skim reading texts for certain purposes, such as reading newspapers.
Those texts designed to be easily skimmed use devices like headlines, stand-out quotations and
even hyperlinks (e.g. “continued on p.7”) to make the skimming process easier, allowing us to
summarise stories quickly and attracting us into texts that might interest us. We can do similar
things in HTML.

Creating our own text?

• Reader as author/editor, reconstructing the text
• Creating new hypertexts from knowledge
• Vannevar Bush and the Memex
• Knowledge workers & trail-blazers

The flexibility of this reading process, where at every stage we can choose whether or not to
follow the links, means that we do in effect create our own versions of texts. Again, this is
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something often cited as a revolutionary aspect of hypertext, but the computer has just allowed
something that many readers were already doing to become more efficient and speedy. Readers,
and especially scholars, have over the centuries referred back and forth from text to text. For
example, in the early days of printed books, there was a fashion for rotating reading desks,
which gave access to many books, kept open at the appropriate reference, thus allowing critical
comparisons and “hyperlinks” to be formed between the texts (Manguel 1996, 1997).

  In this way, new texts were created in the scholar's mind, which were sometimes transcribed as
new works- this is quite simply how ideas and philosophies develop over the ages. And in the
same way, using modern-day hypertext creates in our minds new texts, formulations of ideas and
thoughts linked together in a possibly new and unique way. In his 1945 paper on a theoretical
hypertext system, Vannevar Bush saw that this technique would become an important aspect of
the job of the “knowledge workers” (he called them “trail-blazers”) — those who create links
between and pathways through the ever expanding amounts of information (Bush 1945). This is
precisely what hubs and portals on the web do.

Searchable text

• On the web, all text is potentially catalogued and searchable
• Replacing traditional concordances
• Allows more effective textual analysis
• Searching the text vs. “knowing” it
• All-encompassing encyclopedias
• The end of memorisation?

Our reading efficiency is also increased through a by-product of information being digital; it is
easy to set up and use software to search vast amounts of text. Consider that the texts of the
entire Greek canon — all the books known to have survived from that ancient time — will fit
neatly onto a couple of CD-ROMs, and can be searched in a matter of milliseconds. In the past,
this would only have been possible through the laborious use of concordances (lists of word
occurrences) if they existed, or through an exhaustive knowledge of the texts themselves.

We can also ask questions about such texts like “how many times does author A use word W”,
without spending years of effort compiling the information. In scholarly circles today, this is
sometimes mistaken for “knowledge” of the text - we are merely extracting information which we
must interpret and criticise to form knowledge in a valid and sensible way. This textual analysis
of text, whether used to ascertain the author of a dubious text, to analyse particular author's use of
language, or to examine grammar and word use generally, must be used carefully and precisely
with appropriate statistical techniques before it can yield real knowledge about a text (Hockey
2000.
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Some are asking whether this type of analysis is an effective replacement for the experienced
reader, who in some way “knows” the text intimately through reading and rereading. There are
many questions that cannot easily be answered by merely searching for particular words, and
grammatical features such as allusion, euphemism and irony are notably difficult to analyse.

There are also projects to create universal encyclopedias online, collating knowledge and
linking it together in a much more flexible and searchable way than the traditional book-based
encylopedias. One such is the Wikipedia [http://www.wikipedia.org/], a user-contributed wealth
of hyperlinked knowledge.

This also leads us to the question of whether the web become a replacement for our memories.
Search tools such as Google have become both ubiquitous and all-encompassing, so that almost
any question we need to answer is just a search query away. Will this mean that our minds will
evolve to use this new tool rather than internal memory?

Rhetorical links

• Using links to say something in themselves
• Classifying our use of hyperlinks
• Reading hypertexts and usability

The way we use hyperlinks changes our language at a fundamental level. Links can be used to
elaborate on the points of an argument, as a route to more information, as an ironical statement or
even to false information to confuse the reader. These unintended uses for links were pioneered
by the Internet column, Suck (now defunct). According to Salon magazine:

Suck's writers use links not as informational resources or aids to site navigation
but as a rhetorical device, a kind of subtextual shorthand. A link from a Suck
article, far from illustrating a point, more often than not undercuts it. A Suck
link's highlight is often a warning: Irony Ahead — do not take these words at face
value. Feed's Steven Johnson analyzes it in his new book, "Interface Culture," as
a kind of associative slang: "They buried their links mid-sentence, like riddles,
like clues. You had to trek out after them to make the sentence cohere." [
Scott Rosenberg for Salon 21st [http://archive.salon.com/21st/feature/1997/11/
cov_13feature.html] ]

Various studies have attempted to analyse or classify our use of the link in various ways, such as
Shields (2000) — a literary criticism view — and Landow (1997) from a more general literary
view), through to Harrison (2002) examining rhetoric, and Brown and Sellen (2001) from a
design perspective. Interestingly, all of these reports are presented in a quite linear form, which

http://www.wikipedia.org/
http://www.wikipedia.org/
http://archive.salon.com/21st/feature/1997/11/cov_13feature.html
http://archive.salon.com/21st/feature/1997/11/cov_13feature.html
http://archive.salon.com/21st/feature/1997/11/cov_13feature.html
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seems rather a shame. For an early look at hypertext presented as a hypertext, take a look at
December (1996).

A look at the ergonomics of “Digital Reading Devices” or e-books can be found in Silberman
(1998). Though these devices haven't really taken off, their designs have much to say about the
way we use paper books, and many of these findings have been applied to reading software and
hardware since, especially as PDAs and mobile phones are increasingly used for reading on the
move.

Writing effective hypertexts

• The author's task is also evolving
• Structure of hypertext is different to linear text
• Design features can make the text more usable
• Can be difficult to maintain coherence with so much choice
• Can provide views of information that adapt to the reader

As the situation for the reader becomes ever more flexible, the perils and pitfalls for the potential
author also increase. Authors must now allow their readers to take their texts and redevelop them,
and authors often do not like this loss of control. There are also certain aspects of the structure
of texts and the writing process which must change for a hypertext to be effective.

Linear or Hierarchical content?

• Linear models of text need to be rethought
• Hierarchical models have emerged as useful structures

The linear model of Introduction, Body, Conclusion of many traditional documents is often
inappropriate for the web and other hypertext formats. It's more useful to create a basic
“Overview” which then contains links to more detailed or specific information, or to arguments
that are secondary to the main aim of the document.

Writing in this hierarchical way can be difficult, as the overview must assume that the reader
may or may not read the supporting material, and may at any point jump away from the text.
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Figure 4.1. A map of a hierarchical hypertext

Sometimes, the author can deliberately use hypertext to disorient the reader, perhaps to indicate
confusion or randomness. In this example hypertext [http://pallas.ex.ac.uk/pallas/teaching/
mit2114/examples/postmodernism/] (a previous student project, though not for this module), the
reader is given many choices which have no apparent structure and coherence, illustrating the
deconstructive theme of many postmodernist theories.

The latest research shows that some of the most effective hypertexts have links which emphasise
both the strongly hierarchical structure, and the interconnections across the hierarchy. This
phenomenon is sometimes called intertwingularity (Nelson 1987, Morville 2005). Perhaps this
is just a recognition that we all have different browsing styles, and use different strategies to find
information for different tasks.

Assumptions of non-linear readers

• Structure the document according to any potential reading order
• “Chunk” the information in small amounts
• Don't let the reader escape - stickiness!

There are other considerations regarding the hyperlinking process. It is vital that the writing
considers the order in which the document is likely to be read. For example, in a hierarchical
text, the overview must summarise and carry the argument of the document in its entirety, but
must also draw in evidence as required using linked sub-arguments.

http://pallas.ex.ac.uk/pallas/teaching/mit2114/examples/postmodernism/
http://pallas.ex.ac.uk/pallas/teaching/mit2114/examples/postmodernism/
http://pallas.ex.ac.uk/pallas/teaching/mit2114/examples/postmodernism/
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Information must be presented in relatively small chunks, otherwise the reader is likely to click
away before reading the whole page.

The author must be careful not to “lose” readers unnecessarily, by linking too frequently to offsite
resources, yet must allow the reader to investigate these resources if required. This is especially
true of commercial websites, where the aim of the site is often to keep the reader interested in the
product or information provided, without losing them to competitors, or review sites or opinion
pages, even if favourable. This is often called stickiness.

Providing clues and feedback

• Three basic questions a reader can ask:
• Where am I?
• Where can I go?
• Where have I been?

• Provide clues and feedback to answer these

The jumping through and across texts can lead to a disorientated feeling in the reader, who may
not have a strong awareness of where they are or what they can visit, or even what's already
been viewed.

The author can provide many clues here, such as location indicators and site maps, differentiation
between visited and unvisited links, and some indication of the depth of material behind the link.
Navigation in hypertext is one of the hardest aspects for an author to get right, but is often crucial
to a full understanding in their readers.

Choice and coherence

• How can text make sense if you can't predict the path taken?
• Repetition and clear structure can help.
• Reinforce the reader's “mental model” of the text

Another difficulty for authors is the tension between providing choice in reading, and keeping
the text as a coherent whole. Traditional linear texts are relatively easy to design since they have
little choice in the natural reading sequence, and usually flow simply from beginning to end. The
reader has the expectation that if they deviate from the recognised sequence, they may run into
trouble and have to backtrack to regain the argument.
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In a hypertext, the reader expects to be able to move freely within the text, and the document
must still be coherent with a logical flow despite this. Here again, a hierarchical structure will
help the reader to maintain a grasp of the text, and will at least help in backtracking or deeper
investigation in order to clarify misunderstood points.

Multiple views of information

• Presenting the same information in different forms
• Customised routes through a text for different readers
• Faster access to required information

Another strength of hypertext is the ability to present the same information in a variety of formats,
designed for different types of reader. Attempts at this are still at the experimental stage, but
with the move towards web sites being generated from databases of articles rather than from
static pages, this will become increasingly important. An example of an attempt at this is the
University of Exeter homepage [http://www.exeter.ac.uk/], which used to provide information
via “Information for...” and “Information about...” categories, attempting to delineate its various
types of user, and has now moved to a less rigid structure, but still provides many ways to access
a body of data.

Good HTML Guidelines

• Sticking to the standards
• Keep it simple, stupid!
• Aim for faster downloads

So what does all this mean for your own hypertexts? Here are a few pointers in applying the
research to create better web sites that people find useful and want to read.

Standards

• Standards make the Web what it is!
• Defined by consensus, always evolving
• Standards-based design will have a longer lifetime
• More likely to work across a range of browsers

http://www.exeter.ac.uk/
http://www.exeter.ac.uk/
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The web only works because there is a measure of standardisation between the languages that
the different web browsers can recognise and display. In an ideal world, all browsers would
recognise the same language and display each page in exactly the same way; but as you have
probably realised by now, this isn't the case. The different browsers tend to use the same core
components, but each adds its own extensions on top, which can cause problems when designing
pages to be read by a wide range browsers.

Standards also encourage you to create consistent and readable HTML, which is a step along the
way to good hypertext design. The World Wide Web Consortium [http://www.w3.org/] produces
guidelines and standards which define a core HTML language, and there are various tools which
allow you to verify your pages against these standards; for more information see earlier (the
section called “How do I make a web page?”) and the relevant section in the Web Design course.

Keeping it simple

• Simpler design will work more consistently
• HTML was designed to be simple and readable

Perhaps the best method of designing effective web pages is to keep them simple, and concentrate
on how easy they are to use. HTML gives the author the tools necessary to convey information
in a basic way, keeping the emphasis on content rather than presentation.

Keeping download times small

• Fast loading pages will keep the reader's attention
• Keep graphics small and add image dimensions to markup
• Still important, even with broadband!

A crucial factor in “keeping your audience” is the time they have to wait before the page is fully
downloaded. Recent research suggests that the maximum time before boredom and impatience
sets in is around ten seconds — by which time the main message or the bulk of your information
should be on display. Of course, this time is affected by the speed of your Internet connection
and the response time of the server, but keeping things small is generally a good policy.

There are a few tricks that can be used to reduce download times. For example, when adding
graphics, specify the height and width of your image as attributes; this will help the browser
to construct the page layout before the image has downloaded. Graphics should be kept small

http://www.w3.org/
http://www.w3.org/
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—try high-compression JPEG or PNG images for photographs, or reducing the complexity and
number of colours in cartoon-style GIF images.

Copyright and the Web

• Copyright applies as much to Web as to print
• Be especially careful of using copyright images

• Always acknowledge your sources
• If in doubt, try to find copyright-free images

Copyright is a hazy issue on the Internet — mainly because the law has not adapted yet to cope
with the new medium. Test cases regarding copyright violation are few, and are often too specific
to be applied as precedents across the board.

Copyright of images is a particular problem. It's very easy to download a graphic that would
suit the page you're creating and include it in your own pages. There have been many projects
and proposals to include digital watermarks or copy protection into images, but none has proved
practical enough to become widespread yet.

There are a number of websites that have collections of copyright-free images that can be used
in your web pages. Wikipedia [http://www.wikipedia.org/] has a large image bank, with clear
indications of copyright status. Photo-sharing sites such as Flickr [http://www.flickr.com] allow
sharers to place their images in the public domain, or release them with an open licence.

Some further reading...

Chapter 3 of Nielsen (1999) is especially good on writing for the web, with lots of
practical advice. Hale (1996) deals with the style and semantics of web prose, as
pioneered by Wired magazine. Birkerts (1994) is a largely pessimistic view of the
influence of hypertext and its detrimental effects, but with some valid viewpoints
nonetheless.

An earlier look at how word-processing affects the way we read and write documents
can be found in Heim (1987, 1999).

For more on scholarship and electronic journals, see Lukesh (1999), Odlyzko (1999),
Roberts (1999).

Copyright is explored further in the second semester course, Conceptual Issues in
Cyberspace [http://pallas.ex.ac.uk/pallas/teaching/mit3107/].

http://www.wikipedia.org/
http://www.wikipedia.org/
http://www.flickr.com
http://www.flickr.com
http://pallas.ex.ac.uk/pallas/teaching/mit3107/
http://pallas.ex.ac.uk/pallas/teaching/mit3107/
http://pallas.ex.ac.uk/pallas/teaching/mit3107/
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Chapter 5. Multimedia: pictures and sound

• HTML is a text-based markup language
• Multimedia added in successive HTML versions
• Always an “add-in” to the core HTML
• Media always stored separately to HTML content

Originally, the web was designed to convey primarily textual information. The HTML language
was created to provide basic tools that allowed a document to be written without worrying about
how it looked on the page; it was the browser's job to take care of the presentation. Where
illustrations were concerned, support was basic but functional---pictures could only be inserted
almost as if they were just another block of text, and certainly couldn't be placed on screen with
any accuracy.

As the web developed, and expanded the range of types of information that it conveyed, the
support for images grew, at first with proprietary extensions created within individual browsers,
and later through modifications to the HTML standards. The range of image types that can be
used has also grown; whereas the early browsers could only interpret one or two image formats,
the lastest browsers can display a huge range.

Graphics files and formats
The first media type to be added to HTML was the bitmapped image. This allowed simple
graphics such as graphs and charts, icons and symbols to be added to web documents. In a purely
scientific research environment, this was sufficient for HTML's purpose.

As computer displays have improved, we have needed to display larger and better quality images,
and so new formats have developed; because the image is external to the HTML, this has allowed
the web to adapt to these new formats.

Vector vs. Bitmap

• Vector graphics are composed of lines and shapes
• Bitmap images have discrete pixels that represent colour
• Most web graphics are bitmaps, as screen is made up of pixels
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The first choice you'll need to make when creating a new image is whether it should be a vector
image or a bitmap. Bitmaps are exactly as their name implies, maps of binary colour information.
They store this information in a grid of points, or pixels, which has a fixed width and height, and
they can store various ranges of colours according to the image type (see Colour Depth below).
Because they are a fixed number of pixels wide and high, they are difficult to resize, and have a
limited resolution---zooming in produces a blocky, 'pixellated' image. At normal resolution, the
pixels are too small for the eye to distinguish, and we see smooth and subtle colour transitions.

Figure 5.1. Defining a Bitmap Graphic

A bitmap graphic is made up from discrete shaded pixels, which together display the image.

[Image from http://www.twardoch.com/download/
wirtschaftsinformatik_multimedia.html]

On the other hand, vector images, created by programs such as Adobe Illustrator, Inkscape and
CorelDraw, are constructed from lines and curves drawn out in much the same way as a technical
drawing. When the image is saved, the information about these lines is stored as coordinates
and directions, and when viewed, the image is displayed by rendering these lines back onto the
screen. Since they're drawn from these coordinates, they can be resized to almost any level and
still retain their sharpness. Their main drawback is that they cannot easily render the subtlety of
colour blending needed for photographic images and readily available in bitmap formats, and so
are generally useful for drawings, diagrams and cartoons.

http://www.twardoch.com/download/wirtschaftsinformatik_multimedia.html
http://www.twardoch.com/download/wirtschaftsinformatik_multimedia.html
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Figure 5.2. Defining a Vector Graphic

A vector graphic is composed of points, lines and shapes defined by co-ordinates on a graph.

[Image from http://www.twardoch.com/download/
wirtschaftsinformatik_multimedia.html]

The range of vector formats and support for them in browsers is limited; at present there's only
really one widely-used format, SVG or Scalable Vector Graphics [http://www.adobe.com/svg/]).
SVG is unusual as it is written in a form of XML markup, much the same as HTML, defining
the points and shades that make up the image. This makes it very useful for presenting dynamic
data such as share price graphs, because the image can easily be written by scripts or programs
on the server. You can view this code by loading the SVG file into a text editor such as notepad
or wordpad.

Macromedia's Flash is also used for vector graphics applications, though it is much more widely
used for animations and presentations, as it has a range of multimedia capabilities, including
sound. It's a more proprietary format than most of those discussed here, as you generally need
to use Macromedia's own tools to create Flash files.

The web has tended to concentrate on bitmaps as they are easier to create and render on screen.
For this reason, we'll take a more detailed look at bitmaps in the next few paragraphs.

http://www.twardoch.com/download/wirtschaftsinformatik_multimedia.html
http://www.twardoch.com/download/wirtschaftsinformatik_multimedia.html
http://www.adobe.com/svg/
http://www.adobe.com/svg/
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Figure 5.3. Vector and Bitmap Formats Compared (1)

These are enlarged views of the same graphic presented as a vector image and a bitmap image.
Notice the jagged edges on the bitmap image as the smooth angled lines are recreated using
pixel blocks.

[Image from http://www.virtualaddiction.com/pages/mod1/illustrator/
vector_vs_bitmap.html]

http://www.virtualaddiction.com/pages/mod1/illustrator/vector_vs_bitmap.html
http://www.virtualaddiction.com/pages/mod1/illustrator/vector_vs_bitmap.html
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Figure 5.4. Vector and Bitmap Formats Compared (2)

Here, the circle graphic has noticably lost quality in its bitmap form, and appears as stepped
blocks which fade from one colour to another. This anti-aliasing makes the circle appear smooth
when seen at normal size.

[Image from http://www.virtualaddiction.com/pages/mod1/illustrator/
vector_vs_bitmap.html]

Bitmap Colour Depth

• Describes the amount of storage per pixel
• Also indicates the number of colours available
• Higher colour depths require greater compression
• See Figure 5.5, “Eight-Bit Colour” and Figure 5.6, “Twenty-Four-Bit Colour (True-

Color)”

http://www.virtualaddiction.com/pages/mod1/illustrator/vector_vs_bitmap.html
http://www.virtualaddiction.com/pages/mod1/illustrator/vector_vs_bitmap.html
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When a bitmap image is constructed, the colour of each point or pixel in the image is coded into
a numeric value. This value represents the colour of the pixel, its hue and intensity. When the
image is displayed on the screen, these values are transformed into intensities of red, green and
blue for the electron guns inside the monitor, which then create the picture on the phosphor lining
of the picture tube. In fact, the screen itself is mapped out in the computer's memory, stored as
a bitmap from which the computer hardware drives the monitor.

These colour values have to be finite numbers, and the range of colours that can be stored is
known as the colour depth. The range is described either by the number of colours that can be
distinguished, or more commonly by the number of bits used to store the colour value. Thus, a
pure black and white image (i.e. no greys) would be described as a 1-bit or 2-colour image, since
every pixel is either black (0) or white (1). Common colour depths include 8-bit (256 colours)
and 24-bit (16 million colours). It's not usually necessary to use more than 24-bit colour, since
the human eye is not able to distinguish that many colours, though broader colour depths may
be used for archiving or other high quality work.
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Figure 5.5. Eight-Bit Colour

Eight-bit colour stores the colour of each pixel in eight binary digits (bits) which gives 256
colours in total.

[Image from http://www.webstyleguide.com/graphics/displays.html]

http://www.webstyleguide.com/graphics/displays.html
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Figure 5.6. Twenty-Four-Bit Colour (True-Color)

Twenty-four bits (three bytes) per pixel gives us a possible 16 million (approx.) colours, which
is more than the human eye can accurately distinguish.

[Image from http://www.webstyleguide.com/graphics/displays.html]

Bitmap Image Compression

• High colour photographic images need compression
• Lossless compression preserves all picture information
• Lossy compression creates much smaller files
• Be careful when repeatedly editing lossy-format files

Another aspect to consider when choosing an image format is the compression method used to
store the image within a reasonable file size. Some formats store the colour information per pixel
without using any compression, but with anything other than the smallest files this is impractical
(think of a 800 x 600 x 24-bit image, an average screen-sized bitmap, which would be over 1.4
MB), especially when downloaded from the web. Compression allows us to store the same image
in a much smaller file, which can be downloaded in a much more reasonable time.

http://www.webstyleguide.com/graphics/displays.html
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There are two basic compression types, lossless and lossy. LOSSLESS COMPRESSION stores
all the information exactly, without loss of quality or accuracy, a perfect copy. The image
recreated on the screen is exactly the same as the image created by the original designer. Lossless
compression works particularly well for images with large, solid blocks of colour, which it
condenses very effectively. For example, if on a row of pixels there is a line of thirty red pixels,
then we can store the colour value for `red' once, and store the fact that it's repeated thirty times,
which would save us around twenty to twenty-five colour-value entries. This type of simple
compression can make significant savings with certain types of image.

LOSSY COMPRESSION, on the other hand, has more advanced ways of compressing the image
data, though this comes at the cost of precise reproduction. In lossy compression, the program
creating the image looks for patterns of detail within the image, and compresses areas of low
detail much more highly than areas of high detail. The patterns are converted into mathematical
formulae describing the pattern's colours, with more complex formulae being used for more
highly detailed regions. This can result in images that are significantly smaller than when encoded
using other compression methods, especially with photographic images (see Figure 5.7, “Lossy
Compression - High Quality”.

The compression is called lossless because these formulae never recreate the image with total
precision; there is always some loss of information when the image is decompressed. This is most
noticable when a high compression ratio is used, since the image will become blocky and details
will become blurred (see Figure 5.8, “Lossy Compression - Low Quality”). The information
loss also becomes apparent if the image is repeatedly saved and reopened; like copying a video-
cassette, each time a copy is made more of the quality is irretrievably lost.
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Figure 5.7. Lossy Compression - High Quality

Image saved as JPEG at 90% quality (10% compression, 15kB filesize). The image appears
sharp and clear, and does not seem to have lost any quality due to the compression, even though
the filesize has reduced from 75kB uncompressed to 15kB.

[Image from http://www.twardoch.com/download/
wirtschaftsinformatik_multimedia.html]

http://www.twardoch.com/download/wirtschaftsinformatik_multimedia.html
http://www.twardoch.com/download/wirtschaftsinformatik_multimedia.html
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Figure 5.8. Lossy Compression - Low Quality

Image saved as JPEG at 10% quality (90% compression, 1.5kB filesize). The image is much
fuzzier, with artifacts or distortion created by the extreme compression.

[Image from http://www.twardoch.com/download/
wirtschaftsinformatik_multimedia.html]

Transparency and moving graphics

• Only available in some formats
• Transparent graphics allow background to show through part of image
• Animations allow simple moving images, e.g. cartoons

http://www.twardoch.com/download/wirtschaftsinformatik_multimedia.html
http://www.twardoch.com/download/wirtschaftsinformatik_multimedia.html
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Certain image formats also support some more advanced features, such as transparency or
animation. With transparency, parts of the image can be made transparent, giving the effect of
a shaped image, or blending in with a background colour. In the GIF format, for example, a
single colour value in the image may be marked as transparent, so that areas having this colour
value will not be drawn on screen. More advanced, graduated, transparency effects are possible
with the newer PNG format, using an alpha channel, which can create shadows that overlay the
background beneath the image.

GIF animations can be a simple way to add cartoon-like movement to an image. Instead of storing
a single image, they store a sequence of images along with a time delay; the images are displayed
much like a flick-book cartoon. They should be used sparingly on web pages, as they can be
distracting to the reader.

Which bitmap format?

GIF (Compuserve Graphics Interchange Format): Lossless, medium
compression, up to 8-bit colour, supports single-colour transparency and animation;
good for simple clip-art style graphics. Proprietary standard; some issues over
copyright.

JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group): Lossy, very high compression,
24-bit colour only. Excellent for photographic images. Filename extension usually
abbreviated to .jpg.

PNG (Portable Network Graphic): Lossless, medium compression, up to 36-
bit colour, with graduated transparency. Not supported by many older browsers.
Designed as an open standard to replace GIF.

TIFF (Tagged Image File Format): Lossless, with medium, low or no
compression. Wide range of colour depths available. Used mainly for intermediate
saving of images in progress, before final compression into JPEG.

There are also numerous formats that are tied to particular graphics packages, such
as .psd for Adobe PhotoShop, .cpt for Corel's PhotoPaint, etc.

Plug-ins

• Used where there is no “native support” for a format
• Often used for new formats under development (e.g. X3D)
• Sometimes used to view proprietary data
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The wide variety of image formats and the lack of support for them in early versions of browsers
led to their designers building in a way of adding more formats through extensions, or plug-ins.
These added capabilities to the browser without the need for building them into the software
itself. Innovative companies soon exploited this, and created their own formats for all kinds of
media, not just images. Though plug-ins enabled the browser to view a wider range of material,
they allowed an explosion of non-standard, proprietary formats, and they are not always available
for all computing platforms (e.g. Macintosh, UNIX or Linux, etc.).

Plug-ins are now most often used for “cutting edge” formats which are still being developed or
agreed upon; SVG [http://www.adobe.com/svg/] is in this stage of development at the moment
(you can download the SVG viewer [http://www.adobe.com/svg/viewer/install/main.html] from
Adobe). This format is now fairly standardised, and will probably be built into the next generation
of browsers.

Adding sound

• Again, many formats available
• Sound can be useful, fun, or just very annoying
• MP3s and other audio downloads

Inserting sounds into web pages is not difficult to achieve techincally, despite the maze of audio
formats that are available, although using sound to good effect in a website is much trickier. In
this section, we'll have a quick look at the basic formats and methods for delivering audio, though
anything more is a little beyond the scope of this module - see Niederst (2001) for more details.

Analogue vs. Digital

• Traditional media is analogue -
• continuous transitions between sounds

• Computer-based media is digital
• stepped transitions between sounds
• music reduced to a stream of discrete whole numbers

For most of the history of recorded sound, the means of recording has been analogue, reliant on
the physical properties of the instruments and surroundings to produce sound waves. With the

http://www.adobe.com/svg/
http://www.adobe.com/svg/
http://www.adobe.com/svg/viewer/install/main.html
http://www.adobe.com/svg/viewer/install/main.html
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computer, there is no way to encode this smooth, continuous waveform, so it has to be reduced
to a sequence of discrete numbers, which make up an approximation of the wave (see Figure 5.9,
“Analogue vs. Digital Sounds”

Figure 5.9. Analogue vs. Digital Sounds

Source: Soft Lookup [http://www.softlookup.com/tutorial/games/ch11.asp] Web Tutorial.

http://www.softlookup.com/tutorial/games/ch11.asp
http://www.softlookup.com/tutorial/games/ch11.asp
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Audio formats

• Uncompressed audio creates large but accurate representations of sound
• Compressed audio throws away some information to reduce filesize
• MIDI reduces sounds to notes on instruments or samples

There are possibly even more audio formats than graphics formats, arising largely from the
lack of standardisation in audio hardware. Though soundcards in PCs are not a particularly
new innovation, there are still a great number of compatiblity issues. It's also quite difficult to
compress large amounts of audio at sufficiently high quality that will download in a reasonable
time (one minute of CD-quality audio uncompressed is around nine megabytes).

The most common raw audio formats are .wav files (Microsoft's proprietary audio format) and
.au (originally developed by Sun Microsystems, popular on UNIX systems). Neither of these
are compressed, and thus should only be used for short or low-quality samples.

You may also come across the .mid MIDI format; this consists of a stream of MIDI (Musical
Instrument Digital Interface) data which plays on the soundcard's built-in synthesiser. It's much
more compact than other formats, but needs a top-quality soundcard to sound good. It obviously
can't store some types of data, such as voice or noise samples, but can be downloaded to electronic
MIDI instruments such as keyboards.

Streamed audio

• Audio is played in real time (no download wait)
• Can be difficult to retain copies
• Often buffered to cope with unreliable Internet connections

For live audio broadcasts and longer samples, there's a better way of delivering the sound to the
browser, called streaming. Here, the audio is stored on a server that can feed the sound data as
it is required in real time to connected browsers. So only as much audio as is required is sent
out, rather than whole, large files.

The main advantage of this is that you (the listener) hear the start of the audio much sooner, as
you don't have to wait for the whole file to finish dowloading before you can play it. It does
mean, however, that the quality of playback is limited by the bandwidth available, which is not
so good for dialup users.
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Being designed for the web, streaming audio is usually highly compressed too, allowing
reasonable quality sound over lower bandwidth links. Take a look at the BBC Radio [http://
www.bbc.co.uk/radio/] website for examples of streamed audio - many public and commercial
radio stations also now broadcast on the web in this manner.

Audio Compression -- The infamous mp3

• Highly compressed by filtering out some sounds -
• frequencies outside normal audible range
• details which are too fast or subtle to hear

• Small enough to be quick to download
• Often the focus of file-sharing
• Newer formats often use DRM to limit sharing

Streamed audio provided a means of efficiently delivering audio streams to the desktop. But the
files were still huge, and greater compression was needed -- which led to the development of the
MP3 format. This format filters out extraneous sounds - anything that the human ear can't detect
-- and then compresses the result using pattern matching algorithms, much as the JPEG format
does for images. The result is much smaller file sizes for even the very best quality audio (often
ten times smaller than the equivalent .wav file.

This significant reduction in file size has caused a great deal of fuss in the audio world, as it's
now feasible to transmit and share CD-quality audio files across the web. It's also now possible
to buy solid-state audio players that use this format, allowing you to download favourite tracks
to their memory. Of course, this has worried the Music Publishing industry, as it's possible for
artists to create files themselves and distribute the tracks without the need for the middleman
(the music industry). There's also potential for pirate copies of audio to be distributed, which the
industry claims damages their and their artist's profits. Because of this, many new formats have
been created which use some form of Digital Rights Management (DRM), a technology which
only allows you to use copyrighted material within particular license conditions.

Using Video

• Raw video produces huge files - compression is vital
• Bandwidths are now high enough to allow compressed streamed video

It's also possible to include video clips that play in the browser window. For some websites, such
as the BBC's news site, video is an important part of the information content of the site. Most

http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio/
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video on the web is streamed, just as audio often is; usually you'll need a plug-in or viewer to
watch. There are several types of streamed video, the most common being RealVideo, and many
more video formats for offline viewing.

When viewing video streams, the bandwidth of your connection becomes very important, and
you'll need to choose the bandwidth of the video stream to match. Video is not very satisfactory
on anything less than a broadband connection, as there's just not enough bandwidth to cope with
anything other than the poorest quality.

Other Types of Multimedia

• 3D modelling for display and interaction
• Often used in gaming applications

  It's also possible to use other types of multimedia, mostly through browser plug-ins, for various
purposes. For example, VRML (Virtual Reality Modelling Language) and X3D both allow you
to create three-dimensional “worlds” which can be navigated through the browser, allowing
architectural models to be viewed or even 3D hypertext documents to be created and browsed.
Virtual-world games such as Second Life also use these formats to allow players to construct
their own objects in the game world.

It's worth taking a look at the browser plug-in download area on the Netscape, Mozilla and
Internet Explorer websites; you'll find many ideas for all kinds of multimedia.
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Chapter 6. Information Online

• Evaluating web resources
• Developing an effective search strategy
• Understanding how search engines work
• Using dynamic and interactive parts of the web

For most of us, the web is about finding information, whether that's authoritative and reliable
facts, the best price for something we want to buy, or how much we owe the credit card company
this month. Understanding the tools we can use, and the nature of the web itself, is fundamental
to finding all of these and more.

Evaluating Internet Resources

• Why is there so much junk on the web?
• How can we tell what's good from what's bad?
• What criteria can we use to judge a web page?
• What is an authoritative page?

Computers are good at storing, searching and sorting data. The Internet could be considered the
largest database yet developed; the amount of data its servers collectively stores is phenomenal.
This gives rise to the fundamental paradox of the Internet: given all this data, how do we find
what we need? And how can we tell that it's true and accurate when we do find what we want?
Firstly, we need to understand why this is a problem.

Publishing for All

• Web makes it easy to publish information widely with HTML
• No filters or editors to prevent the “rubbish” from being published
• No “market forces” to weed out unpopular material

One of the most fundamental characteristics of the web is the fact that it allows almost anyone to
publish information and documents to a very wide audience. As we saw in the section called “The
Web's unique features”, it's both easy to create web pages, and to publish them onto a globally-
accessible webserver. This is a fundamental shift in publishing method from anything that has
gone before, since it is a simple process that allows access to a potentially massive audience.
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Traditional “filters” such as the publishing companies have effectively prevented the publication
of poor quality or innacurate material, extremist views or libellous articles. Anything that escapes
the traditional editorial processes would be subjected to the market forces involved in distributing
paper-based material, which can be costly. And publishing law is well-tested for those seeking
redress against libellous or hateful material.

But the shift in the publishing paradigm to electronic media leads to a number of issues for the
reader, which can be summed up in the question “How do I find useful, reliable information on
the web?”

Useful and Reliable

• Developing a set of criteria for judging academic material
• Accuracy
• Timeliness
• Authorship
• Page and site integrity

• These can be applied to general web material too

How do we judge whether information we have found is useful or reliable (or hopefully, both)?
The following subsections examine some of the questions we should be asking about the web-
based materials we are using for academic research and learning; they also apply in many cases to
more general-purpose web resources. The criteria are adapted from the SOSIG Selection criteria
[http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/desire/quality/appendix-4.html] [accessed 5 Nov 2006].

Accuracy

• Does the information seem accurate according to what you already know?
• Is the information produced and presented with care?
• Is any referenced material cited and credited accurately?

Timeliness

• Is the information time-sensitive?
• If so, how up to date is the information?
• Does the information appear to be well-maintained?

http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/desire/quality/appendix-4.html
http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/desire/quality/appendix-4.html
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Authorship

• Is the author or maintainer of the page clear?
• Is the author's identity verifiable?
• Is the author a recognised authority on the subject?
• Have they published other works in this area?
• If not, are they representing a responsible body which has some authority in the subject

area?
• Has the information been edited or peer-reviewed by some authority?

Page and Site Integrity

• Is the page part of a coherent website?
• Does the address (URL) indicate that the site has the authority it claims for itself?
• Does the page metadata (see the section called “Metadata”) correspond to other

evidence?

Evaluating Authority by Computer

• Computers need to recognise useful/reliable information too

• Looking at how many pages link back to a page

• Looking at how many citations a page has

• Looking at the structure of the page

• And many other ways of determining authority....
• New discipline of “e-Science”

These criteria are just a few of the ways an experienced web researcher evaluates the usefulness
of a page. Many of the major players in the information and computer industries are working
to encapsulate this process in computer software, to make the process of managing and finding
information more effective.

Google, for example, is constantly redesigning its cataloguing and indexing software to take
account of different types of data — for example, Google Scholar [http://scholar.google.com/]

http://scholar.google.com/
http://scholar.google.com/
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and Google Print [http://print.google.com/]. Other companies such as IBM and Microsoft are
working on similar themes, though often with a more business-information perspective.

Other smaller research projects are tackling the issue by examining the nature of the web
surrounding a particular page (e.g. the Clever Project). All these attempts at quantifying the
notion of authority contribute to an emerging field in academic study - e-Science.

Searching Effectively

• Why is searching the web so difficult?

• No complete catalogue

• The web is too large to catalogue comprehensively

• The web grows and changes too quickly

Unlike a library, the web is a relatively unbounded resource, to which there is no complete
catalogue. With a library, it is usual to have a record of all books within it, and to be able to search
those records with some guarantee that your search is comprehensive within the collection.

However, with the web we have a collection which is so vast and so changeable that even if we
could catalogue it all, it would make little sense to do so. In response to this, we have to develop
other techniques to find the information we want.

Search Strategies

• Search strategies require a number of techniques:
• Grazing - casually following links, almost at random
• Skimming - scanning large amounts of material very quickly
• Deep searching - delving deep into a particular website

• We also use a variety of tools
• Search engines
• Hubs and authorities
• Meta-search engines

Just as we do for a conventional library, we need to develop a strategy for extracting information
from online resources. In a library, we will sometimes browse the appropriate shelf, for general
or introductory material on a subject. Other times, we'll head straight for the library catalogue, to

http://print.google.com/
http://print.google.com/
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look up a particular book. And we may also head for the enquiry desk, to ask about the availability
of resources or to find how particular material may have been catalogued.

On the web, we need to have the same variety of strategies for the different types of search
we need to carry out. Search engines are usually just one component of this strategy, which we
develop over time through experience and experimentation, and which will be different for each
of us.

Choosing a Search Engine

• Google is still the most comprehensive and accurate
• Still worth considering others
• Specialist search engines - Google Scholar, etc.
• Localised versions often available

The most fundamental aspect in developing a strategy is to find a good search engine.
When shopping around, look for one that has a reasonably comprehensive index. Most of
the “big-name” databases such as Ask [http://www.ask.com/], AltaVista [http://www.av.com/
], Lycos [http://www.lycos.com/], Yahoo [http://www.yahoo.com/] and of course, Google
[http://www.google.com/], store information on a significant proportion of the Internet. It can
sometimes be hard to determine how comprehensive a search engine is, but a good guide is to
look for the sponsoring organisations - those with University affiliations and big-name sponsors
are more likely to have more information.

You should also choose according to the advanced features of the search engine's interface.
For example, if you are looking for information likely to be in a language other than English,
using AltaVista's “BabelFish” translation tools may save you a lot of effort. Similarly, if you're
looking for country specific information, choose a site that allows you to restrict your searching to
that country, e.g.  yahoo.co.uk  [http://www.yahoo.co.uk/],  uk.altavista.com  [http://
uk.altavista.com/], or  google.co.uk  [http://www.google.co.uk/].

Filtering Search Results

• Use as specific a search term as possible
• Reduces “false positives”

• Use the search term logic effectively
• Learn boolean logic if used by the search engine
• Learn how to select exact/approximate matches

http://www.ask.com/
http://www.ask.com/
http://www.av.com/
http://www.av.com/
http://www.lycos.com/
http://www.lycos.com/
http://www.yahoo.com/
http://www.yahoo.com/
http://www.google.com/
http://www.google.com/
http://www.yahoo.co.uk/
http://www.yahoo.co.uk/
http://uk.altavista.com/
http://uk.altavista.com/
http://uk.altavista.com/
http://www.google.co.uk/
http://www.google.co.uk/
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Once you have decided upon a search engine, and discovered how to accurately specify your
query, how can you filter those thousands (or even millions) of results? It's important to develop
an idea of which results are worth pursuing further.

Often, the search will produce many results which are unrelated to your subject, though they
may include the actual terms you specified (be particularly careful with words having multiple
meanings). If the search results give you some context (i.e. a portion of the web page containing
the search terms), then use that to determine which pages are relevant. You can often also
disregard pages because they link to other pages in sites that you've previously checked, and,
depending on the subject of your search, pages that present purely personal information. Be
careful here, though, because a personal page could just have a set of links that save you hours
of searching (see hubs and authorities, below).

Learn the Search Engine's Advanced Features

Most search engines allow some form of boolean search, where you can use
AND and OR to filter the results more accurately. Many have other devices
to select mandatory, negative or phrasal search terms. So, in Google [http://
www.google.co.uk/] for example:

+term indicates a mandatory term (must be present
in search results)

-term indicates a negated term (will not be present
in search results)

~term search on synonyms of the term
"Harry Potter" search on a specific, case-sensitive phrase
site:www.ex.ac.uk search only within a specific site
cache:term search the Google cache — useful

for retrieving pages that have recently
disappeared or moved

We can combine these There are many more advanced search terms in Google, and
many search engines have similar mechanisms.

Using Meta-Search Engines

• Feeds your search terms to many search engines
• Aggregates results and presents most likely matches
• Can run in background or in batch mode

A further option is to find a meta-search engine, which will take your search terms and feed
them into many different search engines, then collate the results for you. There are several types

http://www.google.co.uk/
http://www.google.co.uk/
http://www.google.co.uk/
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of these; some, such as WebFerret [http://www.webferret.com/], are Windows programs that
manually send the search term from your PC to each of its known search engines in turn. Others,
such as DogPile [http://www.dogpile.com/] use a web interface and server-based scripts to send
your query.

Meta-search engines are particularly useful when deciding on a search engine to use extensively,
as some allow you to compare results from each of the searches, giving you an at-a-glance view
of the most effective engine for that particular search term. However, as they feed the same query
to many different sites, they may not produce as detailed or specific results as using a single
search engine with a detailed, accurate search query.

Hubs and Authorities

• Authorities contain reliable, definitive information
• Hubs link to these, through human-edited listings
• Common model in the Academic domains
• Some hubs can become authorities themselves (e.g. parts of Wikipedia [http://

www.wikipedia.org/])

Research by the Clever Project (1999) has shown that, in attempting to find useful and relevant
material, two particular types of site can be particularly helpful. The first type, termed Authorities,
are sites that contain information generally regarded as useful, accurate or reliable in some way.
The information may consist of anything from a single document to a large archive of data. A
typical authority may be an archive of academic papers at a University, an accurate, regularly
updated list of share prices, or even the homepage of an enthusiastic and authoritative amateur.
Authorities are like the reference books of the Internet. An example might be the BBC news web
site [http://www.bbc.co.uk/], or the Encyclopaedia Britannica [http://www.britannica.com/], or
more specific resources, such as online journals or reference materials created by recognised
experts.

But how do we find these authorities? They are often linked to from other sites, called Hubs,
which hold lists of useful pages. A hub works a little like a search engine; it provides a list of
links which we can jump to, to find information we're searching for. However, a hub is usually
very subject specific, and it's static too - there is no database to search, just a list of links to try.
Hubs are usually compiled by hand by someone interested in the subject, and are often more
useful than a broad search-engine query, since someone has already filtered out the useful stuff
from the rubbish. Finding a hub for the key topics that you're interested in can save a lot of time
and effort filtering search results. Good examples of hubs would be the dmoz project [http://
www.dmoz.org/], or the Local Internet Guides [http://www.library.ex.ac.uk/intute-i/] created by
the University Library. There's even a hub of hubs within the academic domain, called Intute
[http://www.intute.ac.uk/].

http://www.webferret.com/
http://www.webferret.com/
http://www.dogpile.com/
http://www.dogpile.com/
http://www.wikipedia.org/
http://www.wikipedia.org/
http://www.wikipedia.org/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/
http://www.britannica.com/
http://www.britannica.com/
http://www.dmoz.org/
http://www.dmoz.org/
http://www.dmoz.org/
http://www.library.ex.ac.uk/intute-i/
http://www.library.ex.ac.uk/intute-i/
http://www.intute.ac.uk/
http://www.intute.ac.uk/
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Deep and Shallow Searching

• Deep search - burrowing down to the detail of a site
• Shallow search - grazing a site to get a broad overview

Depending upon the subject matter and your own preferences, there are several ways you can
pursue all these clues to information. A deep search, where you are usually looking for some
detail or a specific fact, will tend to follow links down to the bitter end - gradually narrowing the
search down, perhaps to a particular authority by following links through from search engines
to hubs to more specific hubs, and so on.

In contrast, when researching a broader subject, or getting a feel for the scope of information
available in a certain area, you will be more likely to try a shallow search, skimming through
large lists of search results and briefly looking at pages that seem relevant, without following
them up in depth. It can often be useful to bookmark these pages for later use, when searching
deeper into the subject. See also (Hölscher, 2000) and (Ozmutlu, 2004).

How Search Engines Work

• Complex algorithms to rate and rank pages by some criteria
• Database of cached pages to search through

Fundamental to our effectiveness in using a search engine is understanding (at least on a basic
level) how they work, beneath the simple web interface. Most employ complex algorithms and
examine most-popular searches to build up a picture of what is useful on the web. And most
create a catalogue of pages, which can be searched quickly. So how is this catalogue built?

Spiders, Webcrawlers, etc.

• Software that crawls the web, following hyperlinks
• Visited pages are indexed, catalogued and/or cached
• Systematic revisits keep the information fresh
• Ranking and rating algorithms are closely guarded secrets

• e.g. Google's PageRank, using backlinks etc to rate a page

• How do we measure a page's “authority” or “usefulness”?
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A spider is a computer application whose sole purpose in life is to look at and catalogue online
data. It will prowl the Internet, probing web sites and examining their contents, storing key
information about them in its catalogue.

Clearly, just randomly crawling across the web won't produce a comprehensive and up-to-date
catalogue, so these spiders are intelligent enough to revisit pages systematically, and will examine
various things about the page (such as last update time/date) to determine when a revisit will be
necessary. They also keep track of how many pages link to that page (called backlinks), to create
a popularity score; more popular pages are visited more often.

Many of the algorithms involved in creating the catalogue, and in providing effective indexes to
such a huge body of data, are closely guarded secrets. We have some inkling of how Google's
algorithms work in articles describing its PageRank algorithm, but the most recent developments
are still kept under wraps.

Metadata

• Added information to help search-engines

• See Example 6.1, “Meta tags in an HTML document”

• May contain information about authorship, contents, etc.

• Many different schemes, though standards are emerging

• The “Semantic Web” - the next generation of the web?

Web page designers often add extra information, called metadata, to their pages so that search
engines can more easily find and sort their contents. The metadata is usually stored in <meta>
tags in the head of the HTML file. When the search engine's data gathering spider visits the page,
it uses the metadata to determine how to index the page, and which keywords will retrieve it
from the index.

Some of the possible combinations of meta tags are shown in Example 6.1, “Meta tags in an
HTML document”
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Example 6.1. Meta tags in an HTML document

  <head>
    <title>Meta Tags in HTML</title>
    <meta name="author" content="Gary Stringer"/> 
    <meta name="copyright" content="1999, University of Exeter"/> 
    <meta name="keywords" content="metadata,spider"/> 
    <meta name="description" 
             content="describes how metadata is used..."/> 
    <meta name="robots" content="noindex,nofollow"/> 
    <meta name="rating" content="mature"/> 
        <!-- or "general", "restricted", "14 years",etc. -->
  </head>
                    

Generally used to identify the author or creator of the document.
Copyright
Keywords
A brief textual description of the page contents and purpose.
Indicates how web-searching spiders should treat this page - noindex = don't catalogue this
page; nofollow = don't use the links in this page to find other pages.
Though not widely used, the rating can give an indication of recommended viewing
suitability.

For more on how to provide even greater detail on documents using these meta tags, there's an
article [http://xml.com/pub/2000/10/25/dublincore/index.html] on a scheme called Dublin Core.

There is also a movement within the technorati called the Semantic Web, which attempts to
create significant machine-readable summaries of documents and the information/knowledge
they contain. Using standards such as RDF and OWL, the web author can create a map of a
document that is searchable not just by keywords, but by the facts within the document and the
way they relate to each other.

It's possible to control how a spider searches whole sites-there's often a file called robots.txt
in the root directory of a web server, which contains directions on what should and shouldn't be
indexed. This can be especially useful if the site contains dynamically produced pages, where
the data changes so rapidly that indexing it would be pointless. You can view Exeter's robot
directions by reading http://www.ex.ac.uk/robots.txt.

http://xml.com/pub/2000/10/25/dublincore/index.html
http://xml.com/pub/2000/10/25/dublincore/index.html
http://www.ex.ac.uk/robots.txt
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Interactive Data on the Web

• Not all data held on the web is in static HTML

• Many web pages now generated automatically from databases, etc.

• Sometimes difficult to search - the “Invisible Web”

• Some allow data creation - e.g. online banking, flickr, myspace...

There are vast amounts of data held in the many online databases on the web, and much of this
data is unsearchable, because the information is only produced in response to the web user's
interactions which search engine crawlers are unable to simulate. This data, often called the
Invisible Web, consists of a great deal of dynamic data such as share and commodity prices,
product information and specifications.

Whilst some of this information is useless to the search engine (rapidly changing data would be
outdated as soon as it reached the search engine's cache), there is value in searching other parts.
Gradually, web database designers are providing searchable static indexes to the useful parts of
their data. There are also search engines that catalogue only this dynamic data, such as Kelkoo
[http://www.kelkoo.co.uk/] [accessed 5 Nov 2006] or Shopping.com [http://uk.shopping.com/]
[accessed 5 Nov 2006]which both crawl the web for latest pricing information.

There are also ways in which we can interactively add data to the web, usually through databases.
Most database systems have some capability to display, modify edit and add to their data
repository through a web-based interface. An example might be an online bank, which would not
only allow you to view statements, but to update standing orders, make transfers and even pay
bills though the web interface. In making any of these transactions, you are accessing a database
of your account details.

Perhaps more obviously, databases are prevalent wherever there is a large body of user-created
data. In recent years, online media-sharing sites such as Flickr [http://www.flickr.com/] [accessed
5 Nov 2006] for photographs, or YouTube [http://www.youtube.com/] [accessed 5 Nov 2006]
for home videos, have become extremely popular, and are very good at storing large amounts of
data very efficiently. Even social-networking sites such as MySpace [http://www.myspace.com/]
[accessed 5 Nov 2006] have a database as their storage medium. These types of applications have
come to be known as Web 2.0, highlighting a paradigm-shift from static, authored/edited pages
to dynamic, user-generated, collaborative pages.

http://www.kelkoo.co.uk/
http://www.kelkoo.co.uk/
http://uk.shopping.com/
http://uk.shopping.com/
http://www.flickr.com/
http://www.flickr.com/
http://www.youtube.com/
http://www.youtube.com/
http://www.myspace.com/
http://www.myspace.com/
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Up-to-date Information

• Web is suited to dynamic and time-dependent data

• Applications such as product information, stock control, etc.

• Shopping sites benefit from this approach

One of the most popular applications of databases with web interfaces (often called web front-
ends) is the online shopping site. Access to a catalogue with up-to-date information on what's in
stock and what's on special offer can be a boon if you're after something quickly, or are shopping
around for prices. Most successful Internet businesses offer this kind of service; indeed it is often
seen as the main advantage an online business has over its conventional rivals.

Feedback

• In e-commerce, keeping the customer informed is key

• Order status and parcel tracking

• Customer reviews

• Promotes confidence and shows off good customer service

• Can backfire - customer problems can also be highlighted

Keeping the customer informed is often the key to a profitable e-business. Feedback on the
progress of a purchase is important, such as giving order status and parcel tracking information.
Good stock information and delivery estimates also encourage the potential purchaser.

Another type of feedback is the customer review, now popular on many sites. This peer-review
process can add a great deal of value to potential purchasers, who want to be reassured they
are getting the bargain they think. However, there is also great potential for this to backfire, if
customers post bad experiences or problems with their purchases, and the feedback also needs
to be monitored for more general abuse.

In some sites, the feedback is a fndamental part of the buying and selling process. The auction
site, eBay [http://www.ebay.co.uk/] [accessed 5 November 2006], uses customer feedback to
give purchasers confidence in the sellers, since eBay is merely a broker for many retailers and
private individuals. The “feedback score” gives an indication of reputation.

http://www.ebay.co.uk/
http://www.ebay.co.uk/
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Preferences and Adaptive Pages

• Tracking of shopper's or user's habits
• Analysis of these habits to provide customised information
• Can increase multiple purchases and impulse-buys
• Customised homepages and portals

Most Internet shopping sites also allow you to create a “shopping basket”, which will store
details of products you intend to buy until you're ready to “go to the checkout” and pay your
money. What customers put into their baskets can be tracked, and this data can be aggregated
and analysed to provide the basis for a “you might be interested in...” link which may tempt you
into another purchase. Customer reviews and ratings for particular items can also be fed into this
analysis, which can make the suggestions scarily accurate (or rather depressing - that everyone's
shopping behaviour is so predictable). Sites that allow the creation of a “homepage” that adapts
to the customer/user's preferences are often termed Portals

For examples, it's worth looking at Amazon.co.uk [http://www.amazon.co.uk/] [accessed 5
November 2006], one of the market leaders, at how they use enthusiasts to generate information
and use purchase and “basket” data to suggest products. Also take a look at the technical
support forums for each main product on the Expansys [http://www.expansys.com/] [accessed 5
November 2006] website as a model for customers providing peer-support themselves. Here, the
problems and FAQs for each product are available before purchase, and the potential customer
can ask about the features of the device so that a more informed decision can be taken.

Collaborative knowledge

• Feedback can be turned into more useful “knowledge”
• Information gathered from users can be faster, cheaper, easier, but...

• Issues with reliability and authenticity
• Issues with impartiality on controversial topics
• Problems with vandalism, abuse (and possibly libel)
• Need to gain “critical mass” of interested users

It's a fairly small step from gathering feedback from your users about products or services to
gathering and structuring that “information” into more useful “knowledge”. Many sites have tried
this approach, which has some obvious benefits, such as the wide and often unexpected breadth

http://www.amazon.co.uk/
http://www.amazon.co.uk/
http://www.expansys.com/
http://www.expansys.com/
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of knowledge that can be gained, the fact that your users will create the knowledge for you, and
most obviously that it costs nothing (or very little) to gather enormous amounts of information.

There are, however, a number of problems to be overcome. Firstly, there's the well-known
question of the reliability of user-generated information. You can't always tell whether the user
that enters a fact actually has expertise in that field, and can state their facts with authority. How
can you know whether the author is an authentic expert, or just making the whole thing up?

Secondly, there is the danger that lurks when the topic of the information is in any way
controversial. User-generated information is very susceptible to bias, especially in some areas,
with proponents of a particular cause keen to put forward their viewpoint sometimes hi-jacking
many user-generated websites.

Thirdly, with any user-generated content, there is scope for abuse, whether it's the teenager
adding swear words into a site for fun, the over-zealous direct marketing company leaving
adverts everywhere, or the more systematic, machine-generated abuse across whole sites that is
occasionally seen.

But perhaps the greatest problem is in generating interest in the first place - to create user-
generated knowledge, you need to have a large number of users! There are many sites that have
failed through lack of interest, and keeping your users interested is key.

Example: Wikipedia

• Wikipedia solves many of these issues:
• Reliability - traceable changes and page histories
• Impartiality - editorial teams and page lock-downs
• Vandalism - automated cleanup and change alerts
• Critical Mass - it's the web encyclopedia?

Wikipedia [http://en.wikipedia.org/] is a good example of these issues and is considered one of
the first user-generated sites to find reasonably effective solutions to them.

Wikipedia uses both the mechanics of the editing process (and the way the website allows
editorial changes) and the power of its volunteer force to create more accurate, reliable and useful
information.

For example, every page in Wikipedia has a full history behind it, so that you can see who has
changed the page, and how it has been changed. This traceability of the knowledge creation
process can lead to very informed and neutral opinions being presented in the resulting entry,
as it makes the consensus transparent - it's clear how many minds have made the knowledge,

http://en.wikipedia.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/
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and how much it changes over time - more static pages being perhaps more reliable that more
changeable ones.

The organisation of the volunteer force is a hierarchical meritocracy - by editing lots of pages
reliably, you can earn the right to have greater authority in the editing process; the most active
editors and content creators then get to decide what is allowed within the entries, and can enforce
rulings to ensure that content quality is maintained.

Volunteers have also created software programs to examine changes to pages and to detect abuse
or vandalism, automating a process that would otherwise need many vigilant editors to watch
pages for the slightest change.

Perhaps the most interesting thing about Wikipedia is the way it's changing how we view
knowledge itself - despite its potential problems, Wikipedia is often quoted and can sometimes
be the most reliable source of information on a topic. It certainly has many excellent and
well-researched introductory articles on a very diverse range of topics. There are some who
think that its editorial mechanism, given a little fine-tuning, could be a better way of creating
knowledge than our current academic publishing systems, an idea which will be examined
in the Conceptual Issues in Cyberspace module [http://www.services.ex.ac.uk/cmit/modules/
cyberspace/] next semester.

What is the value of consensual knowledge?

The Wikipedia model has some interesting implications for what we consider to
be “factual” or “correct”. Is something that is agreed upon by many people ever as
accurate or authentic as the considered opinion of a single expert? Perhaps it is more
so?

In many ways, the process of agreement and editing in Wikipedia is similar to the
process of having a paper accepted in an academic journal - in what ways does it
differ?

Online Data and Privacy

• Online data is easily propagated and abused

• Concerns over security of sensitive information

• User tracking can be serious invasion of privacy

When you go online and identify yourself to a website, whether it's through logging in, entering
credit-card details to make a purchase, or just allowing the site to read the email address you've

http://www.services.ex.ac.uk/cmit/modules/cyberspace/
http://www.services.ex.ac.uk/cmit/modules/cyberspace/
http://www.services.ex.ac.uk/cmit/modules/cyberspace/
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typed into your browser preferences, you are in effect allowing the website to record data about
you and your preferences. Most sites will treat this data sensibly, making sure that it is only used
within the company or for the purpose you surrendered the information for originally, and will
ask your permission to use it for other purposes. However, there are less scrupulous sites around,
that may distribute your data indiscriminately. Be aware that this can happen and try to protect
your personal data carefully - it's a valuable asset. More of this in the next chapter.

Further reading
For an excellent tutorial on the basics of Internet-based research, including the difference
between good research and plagiarism, take a look through the Internet Detective [http://
www.vts.intute.ac.uk/detective/] [accessed 1 November 2006].

While there's a lot of information on Google's own help pages, there are some easier explanations
on how Google works at Google Guide [http://www.googleguide.com/] [accessed 1 November
2006].

An excellent account of the rise of Google and its success in rethinking how web advertising
works is given by Battelle (2005).

For those with a more mathematical mind, the original description of the Google PageRank
algorithm is contained within Brin & Page (1998).

http://www.vts.intute.ac.uk/detective/
http://www.vts.intute.ac.uk/detective/
http://www.vts.intute.ac.uk/detective/
http://www.googleguide.com/
http://www.googleguide.com/
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Chapter 7. Safe and Secure Surfing

Introduction to Security

• Malicious software existed almost from the first computers
• Networks allow malicious software to spread more easily
• Broadband allows new threats to your computer
• “Always-on” allows sustained attacks
• “Static IP” allows discontinuous attacks

The popularity and spread of broadband has added a new dimension to the old problem of
malicious software. Because a broadband connection is “always on”, it is easier for an attacker
to mount a sustained assault on your computer, systematically probing it for weaknesses and
vulnerabilities.

Many broadband connections use “static addresses” (i.e. they always have the same IP address),
so that even if the computer is turned off for a while, the attacker can resume when it reconnects
knowing that it is the same computer & software. So the attacker can probe your computer in
short bursts over a long period of time, and know that if broken into, they can return to the same
computer over and again, either to search for changing information, or to use it to launch attacks
towards other computers.

In this chapter, we'll take a look at some of the types of attack that your computer might be
subjected to, and some ways of dealing with these threats.

Internet Wildlife

• A look at some types of attack
• Pop-ups and pop-unders
• Adware and spyware
• Email scams and spam
• Denial of service (DoS)
• Viruses
• Worms
• Rootkits and Trojans
• Phishing
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There are many ways in which an attacker can attempt to break into or disrupt your computer.
We are all familiar with computer viruses, which can be transmitted via email attachments or
physical media. But once a computer is connected to broadband and thus often has a fixed identity
on the Internet, it is much more vulnerable to a wider range of attacks.

In this section we'll look at some of the categories of malware, or malicious software, that may
be used to attack your computer. Remember that some malicious software may blend two or
more of these methods of attack. There's a summary of some of the alternate terminology [http://
www.antispywarecoalition.org/documents/definitions.htm] for each type at the Anti-Spyware
Coalition's website [http://www.antispywarecoalition.org/index.htm].

Browser Pop-ups and Pop-unders

• Embedded code in web pages pops up annoying ads
• Pop-up blockers are available for most browsers
• Pop-unders get around these by putting ad beneath
• Not usually a threat - just annoying!

The commercialisation of the Internet has led to advertisers grasping the new medium and
employing many new tactics to promote their brands and products as effectively as possible.
The interactive features of HTML and embedded scripting (programming) languages such as
JavaScript have allowed these advertisers to step outside the web page, and create ads that pop
up or overlay the pages they are embedded into.

In itself, there is nothing wrong with this behaviour; the advertiser's revenue often keeps
resources online that would otherwise have to close. However, the ability to pop-up information
can be exploited and overdone, and it is often an intrusion rather than effective advertising.

More malicious websites have also exploited scripts to do more than just pop-up windows; some
can install software or modify your system settings to allow intruders into your computer. There
are safeguards built into the more up to date browsers - they usually warn you if something is
about to be installed, and give you the choice of cancelling.

Attacks through pop-ups are rare, and the main problem with them is the annoyance factor.
Increasingly, browsers have built-in pop-up blockers, or you can download or purchase them
separately (e.g Google's toolbar for Internet Explorer), though the advertisers are finding ways
around this, using pop-unders (they just hide below your browser window, appearing when you
close the page).

http://www.antispywarecoalition.org/documents/definitions.htm
http://www.antispywarecoalition.org/documents/definitions.htm
http://www.antispywarecoalition.org/documents/definitions.htm
http://www.antispywarecoalition.org/index.htm
http://www.antispywarecoalition.org/index.htm
http://www.antispywarecoalition.org/index.htm
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Adware and Spyware

• Methods of tracking user's browsing habits

• Most commonly via Cookies (mostly harmless)

• Sometimes embedded in downloadable software

• Can be used for keylogging or worse

• Use Ad-Aware [http://www.lavasoftusa.com/products/ad_aware_free.php] or Spybot
S&D [http://www.spybot.info/]

[Figure 7.1, “The results of an Ad-Aware scan”]

As with all retailing and marketing, the ability to track a person's use of a website provides very
desirable information for the web designers and retail analysts. It can not only indicate how easy
the site is to use, but also what types of people are browsing the site, and what other sites they
are interested in. In marketing, information is a valuable commodity.

For this reason, it's probable that as you have browsed your way through websites, your clicks
and choices have been monitored, and your preferences noted. Often, to make sure they gather
data that is only from a single individual, they'll install a cookie on your computer with a unique
code, which they attach to any browsing records they compile about you.

You may even have downloaded useful additions to your operating system, perhaps fun elements
such as novel cursors or smileys for your email. Many of these “free” programs have embedded
in them some monitoring software, that sends back details of your browsing habits, or worse,
your mouse clicks and keyboard input (these are known as keyloggers).

To combat these threats to your privacy, you can download software to search out these cookies
and programs on your hard disk, and quarantine them or delete them. One such program,
Spybot S&D [http://www.spybot.info/], is included on the itCD you can get from IT Services.
Another, called Ad-Aware (which is my preferred choice), is available to download [http://
www.lavasoftusa.com/products/ad_aware_free.php] for free from the web.

http://www.lavasoftusa.com/products/ad_aware_free.php
http://www.lavasoftusa.com/products/ad_aware_free.php
http://www.spybot.info/
http://www.spybot.info/
http://www.spybot.info/
http://www.spybot.info/
http://www.spybot.info/
http://www.lavasoftusa.com/products/ad_aware_free.php
http://www.lavasoftusa.com/products/ad_aware_free.php
http://www.lavasoftusa.com/products/ad_aware_free.php
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Figure 7.1. The results of an Ad-Aware scan

This shows that many “tracking cookies” which record preferences or visit statistics for websites
have been set in the browser, but there is no actively malicious adware present.

Source: screen capture

Email Scams and Address Gatherers

• Active email addresses are valuable
• Speculative emails gather data on “liveness” of an address
• Lists of mail addresses sold to spammers and scammers

[See Figure 7.2, Figure 7.3]

You may not realise it, but your email address is a valuable commodity. Active email addresses
are bought and sold between advertisers and attackers alike, and there are various ways that they
employ to gather these emails. Most simply, they trawl the web, looking for email addresses
on web pages. But as most people are now wise to this and have removed their mail addresses
wherever possible, they have found other ways of gathering addresses.

One method is to guess valid addresses, and send a speculative emails to test whether that address
is active. Often, these mails have embedded HTML code which downloads an image or other
file, which then alerts the attacker that the mail address is active.
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Figure 7.2. A simple email scam

This email looks like an e-card message, sent to a friend, but contains a link that's not all it seems.

Source: screen capture
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Figure 7.3. A simple email scam, with real link address in status bar

Hovering the mouse over the link shows that it doesn't link to the text shown, but to a webserver
registered as 28-07.net, and passes a parameter to the website which could tell the scammer
whether your address is “live”

Source: screen capture

It's a good idea to view emails in text mode, or, if your friends insist on using HTML in their mails,
to view them without embedded images displayed; most email clients and webmail systems have
options to do this.

When a gatherer has found a sufficient quantity of “live” addresses, they will sell them to
advertisers or scammers who will send you those emails offering cut-price drugs, various bodily
enhancements and the chance of a share in dodgy deals worth millions in Nigeria (or wherever).
As with all types of unsolicited offer, almost all of these will be fraudulent, illegal, or at best
unwise to follow up!
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Denial of Service Attacks

• An attack on a computer that prevents it from offering a service or resource
• Often launched in unison from many virus-infected “zombie” computers
• Usually against servers and corporate networks

Denial of Service (or DoS) attacks are a form of network abuse that are often launched against
companies or prominent websites. Their aim is to prevent access to a particular service that the
site offers, such as online banking, email, or even just a general website. DoS attacks usually
originate from computers infected with worms or trojans, and are choreographed remotely by
the attacker.

Sometimes, the DoS attack is unintentional. One website, a techie news site called Slashdot
[http://www.slashdot.org/], is renowned for these “attacks”, caused when the mention of a
website in one of its news reports is accessed by all of its readers at once. As Slashdot is the
most popular site amongst techies and nerds everywhere, the sheer amount of traffic overloads
the website's server or network, preventing access to it.

DoS attacks can also be a form of protest; several have been launched against computer
companies who have taken legal action against copyright violators or hackers.

Viruses

• Programs that infect computer files
• Have the ability to copy themselves to other files
• Can be malicious or completely harmless
• Easy to combat with AntiVirus software

A computer virus is generally a small program that is able to attach itself to another program,
document or media file. It usually knows how to jump from one file to another and is often adept
at hiding itself in existing files.

Viruses are a relatively common and well-known threat, and there are software packages that are
able to deal with them very effectively. These packages must be constantly updated, as viruses

http://www.slashdot.org/
http://www.slashdot.org/
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can often mutate and evolve into new forms; the AntiVirus manufacturers constantly monitor
these new viruses and include them in updates to the definitions embedded in their products.

The University recommends using Symantec AntiVirus, which you can obtain from the IT
Services software CD. There are similar packages such as MacAfee, AVG and others, however
the version on the ITS CD will allow unlimited updates, which normally you would need to
subscribe to receive.

Worms

• Programs that infect other computers across a network
• Often exploit known vulnerabilities in software
• Keep all your software up to date to prevent infection

A worm is a type of computer program that tries to spread by replicating itself from computer to
computer using a network connection (usually, but not always, the Internet). It will often attack a
computer by using known vulnerabilities (bugs) in the networking part of the operating system.

Worms often deliver a payload such as a trojan or backdoor, so can be very damaging to your
computer. Worms also often launch denial of service attacks and other remote threats, using your
computer as a “zombie” host to hide the attacker's identity.

To guard against worms, protect your computer by updating the operating system regularly (see
the section called “Patching and Updating”) and by keeping your virus protection up to date.

Rootkits and Trojans

• Install on victims computer
• Allow attacker to access any information stored there
• Often also allow privileged access, so attacker can:

• run programs
• control webcams, microphones, etc.
• attack other computers

These are perhaps the most damaging of all types of software attack, and certainly they are the
most difficult to detect and remove. A trojan (or trojan horse) is a type of program that runs
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invisibly on your computer, but allows a remote attacker to log in or extract information from
your disks

Rootkits can also be used legitimately to provide privileged access to a computer by a trusted
third party, or to recover lost passwords or other data, though this is something of a grey area,
and is not generally considered good practice, due to the risk of abuse.

Recently, Sony used an adaptation of a rootkit to install mediaplayer software when a copy-
protected music CD is used on a PC. The intention was that though the CD could be played in a
normal CD audio player, when used on a computer (i.e. a device able to duplicate the disc) the
CD would appear to have errors, which could only be corrected using the installed mediaplayer.
Unfortunately, the player software was quickly broken into and used by attackers; Sony has since
withdrawn CDs using this mechanism.

Phishing Emails

• Masquerade as bank or payment service
• Attacker sends a bogus email to entrap victim
• Email links to a web login screen
• Website captures victim's details

[See Figure 7.4, “A phishing alert in Firefox 2”]

Phishing is the generic name for a variety of email scam that has proved effective for criminals
recently. The basic idea is to generate an official-looking email from a bank or e-payment
company, which is sent to many millions of recipients. The email invites you to click on a link to
log into your account, but the link points to the criminal's webserver. As you type your username,
password and other security details, the criminal captures these, then logs into your account and
empties it.

It's a simple ploy, but has been very effective. Most banks and payment systems don't send email
requesting details, and recommend that you go to their website by typing its address into the
browser address bar directly, rather than clicking on links from dubious sources. Look at the
HTML for the link, and you'll usually see that it points to some anonymous numeric address (as
shown in Figure 7.3, “A simple email scam, with real link address in status bar”).

The way a website is constructed provides the means for making these phishing scams so
effective; it is easy to copy the graphics and visual style, or even whole webpages, to a bogus
server and adapt them to gather login data or other personal information. Similarly, the use of
HTML in emails allows graphics to be embedded to replicate the visual style of a bank or payment
site.
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Figure 7.4. A phishing alert in Firefox 2

Source: Screen Capture

Many of the latest generation of browsers (IE7, Firefox 2, Opera 9) come with built-in tools which
can detect some forms of phishing. These work by checking URLs against a central database
of known phishing sites, and can be quite effective against well-known attacks, though as with
most security software, they are only partially effective.

For further reading, see Granova (2005).

Defence Mechanisms

• Apply patches and update programs regularly
• Keep passwords secure; don't “recycle” them
• Keep digital signatures and certificates safe
• Use secure hardware - biometrics
• Secure your network from intruders
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Patching and Updating

• Bugs in software sometimes allow malware access
• Patches can “patch up” these vulnerabilities
• Services such as Windows Update patch your PC automatically

Viruses, worms and trojans often exploit errors or bugs in your computer's software. These
exploits, usually unintentional and complex, are hidden ways in to the core of the operating
system or application, and allow the malware program to access parts of your computer that are
normally blocked.

The manufacturers of operating systems, such as Microsoft and Apple, work hard to close these
gaps in their products' security, and often release updates or patches that fix them. However, to
take advantage of these fixes, you usually need to download them from the web - this can be
done automatically in Microsoft's case at http://windowsupdate.microsoft.com/

Passwords and PINs

• Traditional first line of defence
• Weak and easy to break if too simple
• Vulnerable to keylog attacks

The first line of defence against attack is often the password, and in many systems it is the only
form of identification. PINs or Personal Identification Numbers are really a form of very simple
password.

The fundamental problem with passwords is that humans tend to create memorable passwords,
which often means that they are also guessable. A password that can be guessed merely by
checking against every word in a dictionary, or against a list of common first names, provides
very little security for the user who selected it.

To combat this, users are often forced to create more secure, more “difficult” passwords, which
unfortunately are also more forgettable. In many situations, a password that needs to be written
down also offers minimal security.

http://windowsupdate.microsoft.com/
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Passwords are also extremely vulnerable to attacks such as key-logging, remote cameras and
over-the-shoulder observations, especially true for PINs.

Digital Signatures

• More complex form of password
• Possession of signature file is required to gain access
• Often protected with a passphrase
• Vulnerable to trojan attacks

In more secure systems, where passwords are deemed to be insufficient to provide secure
authentication, a digital signature can often be used.

This is really just a very long, complex type of password that's virtually impossible to guess. It
usually takes the form of a file generated by software, and is often created with a passphrase that
protects it from unauthorised use.

The digital signature file can be carried on a USB key or floppy, or can be installed permanently
on computers known to be trustworthy. However, as with any file-based security system, digital
signatures can be vlnerable if either computer is infected by a trojan, as once the signature file
is stolen, it is only as strong as the passphrase protecting it.

Hardware Tokens

• Physical device that generates a unique time-dependent key
• Costly to implement
• Inconvenient for some users

Hardware tokens, or “dongles” are small electronic devices that are able to generate passwords
that change over time; the password generated will only work at the time of generation, so will
become useless if passed on to a potential fraudster. Only by using the token device will a valid
password be generated.

Tokens have been used for many years to provide authentication and access for corporate
networks, where there are a small number of users accessing very secure and sensitive networks.
However, interest has recently revived in them, with Lloyd's Bank conducting trials of the devices
for its online banking customers.
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Biometric Identification

• Use of unique “human” attributes for identification
• Generally expensive to implement
• Can sometimes produce false positive results

Using the uniqueness of certain human features to identify an individual has been possible for
many years. At the end of the nineteenth century, fingerprints began to be used in crime detection,
which provided a high degree of success in identification with a low risk of false positive results.
This tool has been added to with such techniques as iris recognition, facial mapping and DNA
matching. Some of these biometric tests are beginning to be used in the fight against identity
fraud.

The usefulness of any technique depends upon its simplicity of implementation, and its
convenience to the user, coupled with a high probability of uniqueness (i.e. a low risk of
matching the wrong person). Methods such as DNA matching are too complex to provide a useful
mechanism for most computer applications, but fingerprint and iris recognition provide more
viable mass-market solutions; already some laptops, peripherals and storage devices incorporate
fingerprint recognition technology.

Firewalls

• A barrier between your computer and the “big bad world”
• Can be software or hardware based
• Simple firewalls offer limited protection
• Good firewalls are difficult to set up and manage

As Internet worms and other malicious software tries to infect your computer across the network,
a logical solution is to provide some sort of barrier against these nasties reaching the computer
itself. A firewall does just this - it builds a wall against the outside world, and only lets certain
known types of traffic through.

Traditionally, a firewall is a hardware network device or computer that sits between your network
and the connection to the Internet; you can buy devices like this readily from computer shops,
and they can do an excellent job if correctly configured.

More commonly, software firewalls are being built into operating systems, or are available as
downloadable extras. Microsoft Windows XP, for example, incorporates a firewall in its Service
Pack 2 release, which is well worth upgrading to when you fetch your updates. You can also
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download programs such as ZoneAlarm for free, which will add a firewall to your network
connection. Software firewalls are somewhat less effective than the hardware variety, since the
malicious software can still reach your PC, even if it can't get in. But they are easier to configure,
and offer good protection against most of the worms and viruses that may attack you.

Security Checklist
Some tips on staying secure...

• Update your software regularly with Microsoft Update (or similar)
• Install virus-checking software and keep it up to date
• Make sure all accounts on your computer are passworded
• Run spyware detection software regularly
• Ensure you have a firewall, either software or hardware

So is online shopping safe?

Considerations:

• Server security
• Browser security
• Site integrity
• Company privacy policies
• Guarantees against fraud

Using the Internet to buy goods or services can be extremely convenient, but it can also be
dangerous. You are being asked to make a transaction, transfer money or personal details over a
very public network, so there are a few precautions you'll need to take.

Is the web server secure?

• Does the server have a security certificate?
• Is SSL being used (look for the https://)?

When you connect to a web server, the information you send to it is normally transferred as plain
text, and as such it is potentially readable by anyone it passes on its journey. To secure your data,
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you should only send sensitive information where the web page is secure-where the information
you send will be encrypted. You can check whether a page on a server is protected in this way
by looking at the padlock icon in the URL address bar of Firefox (or bottom right in Internet
Explorer). If the padlock is closed, then the page is encrypted. If it is open, or if there's no icon
at all, then data will be sent in plain text, unencrypted.

Is your browser secure enough?

• Use 128-bit encryption or better
• If not available, upgrade your browser

Until relatively recently, due to the US Government's policy on exporting encryption software
(they consider it to be munitions, and therefore a potential threat to US security in the hands
of its enemies), the encryption built into UK and International versions of browsers has been
relatively weak. If your browser has this weaker encryption (known as 40- or 56-bit, usually
indicated in the help/about info), you may want to consider upgrading your browser to stronger,
128-bit encryption, even though it's probably secure enough for most data. To do this, you could
download an updater program from  http://www.fortify.net/  which will give you
full-strength encryption.

However, most of the latest versions of popular browsers now incorporate the stronger standard,
so you could just download a more recent copy. This is highly recommended, as this will also
fix any security flaws that may have been discovered in your older browser. You can check the

level you are using by accessing a secure page, then choosing Tools → Page Info in Firefox,

View → Document Info in Netscape/Mozilla, or File → Properties in IE6, or Page → Security
Report in IE7.

Do you trust that the site is who it says it is?

• Don't trust domain names just because they match the company name
• If in doubt, look them up

It can be easy to masquerade a web site as belonging to a reputable company when it does not.
Internet domain names are allocated on a relatively arbitrary basis-there is no guarantee that, for
example, www.lloyds.co.uk points to either Lloyds Bank, or Lloyds of London. In fact,
it belongs to an anonymous third party, who is probably holding on to it until one of the other
companies offers them enough money to buy it...! [update - it has now been bought by Lloyds
Computers].

http://www.fortify.net/
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You can usually check the domain name of the site with a WHOIS search; this looks up the
resgistrant's details as logged by the domain registry. For example, for UK addresses, you can
use Nominet's WHOIS service [http://www.nominet.org.uk/other/whois/faq/].

There are schemes that give you some measure of confidence that the website is bona fide; if it
is a secure site, then you can view the certificate for the site, which is signed usually by a trusted
agent such as VeriSign (www.verisign.com). Another guide to trust is word-of-mouth: do
you know people who have used the site to order goods, or read in the press that the site is
trustworthy?

Do you trust the site not to disclose your details?

• Does the company have a privacy policy?
• Would you trust them with your details offline?

In a recent incident, a cyber-pornography web site published the names, addresses and full credit
card details of all its customers on a public bulletin board-an open invitation for others to use
them fraudulently. Whilst this type of public disclosure is rare, you should still weigh up whether
your personal details will be used for purposes other than you intend, such as junk mailing lists
or market profiling.

Does your credit card offer you guarantees?

• Check the small print
• Shop around for an e-friendly card

Credit card companies agree that fraudulent use of cards over the Internet is increasing at a
significant rate. Many are now considering withdrawing the normal guarantees they offer where
a transaction is made online, though others are making this a selling point in their advertising.
It's as well to check the small print before you sign up!

Identity Theft

Case study: Sarah Palin's Yahoo! Mail

BBC News report [http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/7624809.stm]

http://www.nominet.org.uk/other/whois/faq/
http://www.nominet.org.uk/other/whois/faq/
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/7624809.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/7624809.stm
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Discussion

• What value do you place on your personal data?
• How should personal data be treated in organisations/government?
• How can systems be designed to protect personal data?
• How does connecting data together increase its value?
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Chapter 8. Social Networking

Origins of Social Networking

• Idea of social sites has been prevalent for 10+ years
• Recent advances in web/browser technologies enabled better interaction
• Now often incorporate many socially interactive features, often written by third-parties

Key reading: Boyd & Ellison (2007)

MySpace and Music Online

• Founded in 2003 as http://www.myspace.com/
• Evolved out of competition with other social networks
• Quickly recognised a strong community of Indie music artists
• Developed as primary destination by offering music-related features
• Bought by News Corporation in 2005 for $580 million

Content-sharing sites

• Media-focused sites evolved into Social Nets
• Examples include YouTube (video), Picasa, Flickr (images) etc.
• Specialised areas such as genealogy
• Academic sites, e.g. Oxford Great War Archive [http://www.oucs.ox.ac.uk/ww1lit/gwa/

]

Discussion points

• What happens to copyright in shared content?
• Who owns remixed content?
• Who regulates all this content?

http://www.myspace.com/
http://www.oucs.ox.ac.uk/ww1lit/gwa/
http://www.oucs.ox.ac.uk/ww1lit/gwa/
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The Facebook Revolution

• Social connectivity site originating at Harvard

• Originally concentrated on Schools/Colleges

• Popularity has spawned other sites such as LinkedIn.com

• Nostalgia sites, e.g. Friends Reunited

• Affiliation sites, e.g. academia.org, mychurch.org

Discussion points

• Is the facebook 'friend' a hijacked term [http://www.wired.com/techbiz/people/
magazine/16-11/pl_brown]?

• The virtual equivalent of 'smalltalk', or a trivial waste of time [http://yergler.net/
blog/2008/05/05/friend-devaluation/]?

• Privacy - are we too willing to divulge personal information [http://www.guardian.co.uk/
media/2007/jul/17/digitalmedia.highereducation]?

• Child safety - BBC News Report [http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/7391170.stm]

Synchronous networking

• Blogging and Micro-blogging

• e.g. Facebook status, Twitter tweets, etc.

Discussion

• BBC uses tweets from Mumbai :http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/pda/2008/dec/05/
bbc-twitter

http://www.wired.com/techbiz/people/magazine/16-11/pl_brown
http://www.wired.com/techbiz/people/magazine/16-11/pl_brown
http://www.wired.com/techbiz/people/magazine/16-11/pl_brown
http://yergler.net/blog/2008/05/05/friend-devaluation/
http://yergler.net/blog/2008/05/05/friend-devaluation/
http://yergler.net/blog/2008/05/05/friend-devaluation/
http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/2007/jul/17/digitalmedia.highereducation
http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/2007/jul/17/digitalmedia.highereducation
http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/2007/jul/17/digitalmedia.highereducation
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/7391170.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/7391170.stm
http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/pda/2008/dec/05/bbc-twitter
http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/pda/2008/dec/05/bbc-twitter
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Applied Social Networking

• Social nets allow us to work together in new ways

• Example 1: http://www.theyworkforyou.com/ coupled with http://
www.writetothem.com/

• Example 2: Pub staff catch criminal via Facebook [http://www.worcesternews.co.uk/
news/local/3954425.Pub_staff_catch_criminal_via_Facebook/]

• Example 3: The Freecycle [http://www.freecycle.org/] network

• Key reading: Shirky (2008)

http://www.theyworkforyou.com/
http://www.writetothem.com/
http://www.writetothem.com/
http://www.worcesternews.co.uk/news/local/3954425.Pub_staff_catch_criminal_via_Facebook/
http://www.worcesternews.co.uk/news/local/3954425.Pub_staff_catch_criminal_via_Facebook/
http://www.worcesternews.co.uk/news/local/3954425.Pub_staff_catch_criminal_via_Facebook/
http://www.freecycle.org/
http://www.freecycle.org/
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Chapter 9. Virtual Communities
This lecture looks at applications that allow synchronous, real-time interaction and
communication. These vary from simple systems to send real-time messages, to virtual worlds
where you're free to wander around in a world that only exists in the computer's memory.

Essential reading for this lecture: Wertheim (1999, Ch. 6), Stefik (1997, Pt. 4).

Origins of Synchronous Communication
Chatting online

 An early use of communications technologies, even before the Internet became the de facto
communication standard, was the bulletin board. This was similar to today's web forums, a place
to post ideas, share and debate opinions, and often pass on software or media files.

Talking in real time with other people online has always been a popular use of the Internet, and
it was initially achieved through an application called Internet Relay Chat or IRC. Internet Relay
Chat has had a chequered history, since in its early days, it was the preferred communication
medium of hackers, crackers and phreakers. Depending on the server you connect to, it is still
dominated largely by hackers, software pirates, sex channels and teenage chat, and because of
this, many sites (including Exeter) either don't support it or block it completely.

IRC, like most Internet services, is usually accessed through a client program, which connects
to one of a number of interconnected servers, which then relay the messages around the world.
When connecting to a server, the user chooses to listen to one or more channels, which usually
have a theme or subject. The chat happens in real time, though sometimes there is a delay in
the relay, called lag, which is caused by sections of the Internet being congested, or one of the
servers being overloaded.

It's also possible to connect to some IRC servers using a web client, though the standard clients
are usually more powerful and programmable.

   More recently, other similar applications have emerged that achieve a similar function, notably
ICQ (I-Seek-You), but including AOL Instant Messenger, MSN Messenger, Google Talk and
others. These allow you to define a group of friends, all using the same client, whom you can
send messages to, chat to in a group, send files to, etc. These clients are especially useful as they
allow you to see at a glance which of your friends are online. Rather than connecting to a publicly
open forum to chat, these allow you to chat easily and (relatively) privately with your friends.

Online Dungeons
One of the most popular applications of synchronous communication in the early days of the
Internet was the role playing game. Here, players would log into a central computer and assume
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a character within a text-based world generated by the computer. Players could move around,
talking to each other and perhaps to computer-controlled characters built into the game.

These games were a development of the text-based adventure games that were widely available
for the emerging home computer market. Though primitive, they reached a level of interaction
and literary description that made them highly immersive; despite the limitations of text, you had
a real sense of “being there” in a world within the computer.

MUDs and MOOs

The power of the Internet's instant connectivity created from these adventure games an interative
world in which the wildest fantasies could be acted out collaboratively. It was a natural step
then to allow the participants to begin creating their own adventures (in fact, this had already
been tried in the non-networked game market, with limited success). The power of this idea,
the MUD (or Multi-User Domain) was the fact that participants could create `personal spaces',
which reflected their own personalities and fantasies. A development of MUDs, the MOO (MUD
Object-Oriented) made this even easier, with simple programming rules to create interactive
objects and spaces.

Internet societies

Out of these MUDs came a less entertainment-oriented application, the online community. Many
MUDs evolved into communities, often keeping their theme and characters, so that the “aim”
was not to win some target, but to communicate and develop social relationships. These evolved
into fully functional societies, many with semi-formal systems of government and organisation.

There are many accounts of life within these communities, such as Rheingold (1994) and Dibbell
(1999).

Second Life and beyond

  With the Second Life virtual world, these online communities became graphical, three-
dimensional representations of a physical environment. Whereas almost anyone could craft
an evocative textual description of their environment without a steep learning curve, the 3D-
graphics of the current generation of virtual worlds require rather more expertise. However,
perhaps because of this, a whole economy has grown up within many worlds to allow created
objects and environments to be traded in-world. For example, in Second Life, it's possible to buy
(if you have the Linden dollars - the in-world currency) almost any object, or pay for services
such as builders, cleaners, security guards, and so on.
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Virtual Landscapes

Literary spaces

The idea of a text-based landscape is of course nothing new, after all, we all read novels and
stories which create a world, realistic or fantastical, using words. What is interesting about
literary landscapes in online worlds is that we have some part in their creation and a way to
interact within them according to our own choices.

Murray (1997)

Architexture

The architecture and landscape of a virtual world has become known as its architexture, a
compound term of the architecture of text and texture of words. Creating this architexture is in
effect creating space, or a metaphor for space, out of the building blocks of language.

[Haynes1998]

Uses of Imagination

The textual landscape is a figment of the reader's imagination no less than it is a product of
the author's own creativity. It's like the difference between seeing a literary adaptation on TV
and reading the original; the book allows us to form our own impressions and images in a more
personal manner, and we in effect create our own interpretation of the text. The landscape of the
online world is equally malleable in the mind of the participant.

Creating your own space

The difference between the worlds of MUDs and MOOs and the rest of the Internet is the ability
to create your own personal “space”. This space can be private or public, can be fantastical or
realistic, but it remains a “place” that you can interact within, and provides you with a background
to your social relationships online. In comparison, most other `places' on the net have little
“sense of place”; they are bland and impersonal areas. It's a bit like trying to maintain real-life
relationships in large empty rooms, compared to having you own home, styled to reflect your
personality, and into which you can invite friends.
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What makes a Community?

Social Interaction
The elements that make up a real-life community are mostly present in the virtual equivalent. The
primary purpose of communities is the create a place for social interaction, where we feel safe
and confident and can discuss subjects with other interested participants. Communities generally
may be thematic or general and may be accidental or deliberate. Most of us participate in at least
one accidental community: the neighbourhood we live in. And we are all participating now in a
deliberate and purposeful community, the University.

(N)etiquette
Societies need rules to make them work. Most of our community activities are governed by a
set of laws restricting or licensing our behaviour, and stepping outside those laws usually brings
some consequence to bear. We conform also to a system of ettiquette, which tells us what is
polite or acceptable or rude; a system of rules for certain social situations and circumstances.

Online communities are no different, they need rules to operate successfully. Often termed
netiquette, these systems of rules differ from community to community, are seldom written down,
but play an important role in the virtual lives of the participants.

[Curtis1996], [Valauskas1996]

Are Online Communities Different?

Anonymity and equality
Because the participants of online communities have no physical clues as to the body or
expression of the other participants, many disabilities become invisible, or at least possible to
hide, which can have an empowering and equalising effect for many people. The community is
an interaction of the mind without the encumberance of a (perhaps imperfect) body.

Identity and gender
Online communities also allow their participants to experiment with their own identities; in effect
to lie about themselves or to project a truer picture of their identity than their physical reality
portrays.

[Bruckman1996], [Curry1996], [Reid1996]
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Antisocial behaviour
The anonymity of the virtual world also means that some of the consequences of anti-social
behaviour can disappear. Being abusive in an online world will usually lead (in a well-managed
community) to be excommunicated, or toaded. The punishment for being bad is exclusion from
the society. Many virtual communities have developed a complex set of rules and procedures to
control anti-social participants, and it is often a sign of a mature VC that these exist.

Non-geographical
Many VCs are thematic, and often discuss subjects which would not provide sufficient interested
participants for a geographically based group. The VC provides an opportunity for specialists to
meet others in their field, and for those from diverse cultures to discuss common topics.

Non-physical spaces
The virtual world is not limited by physical constraints -- it is almost limitlessly expandable
at little cost and can be changed around at will. It may not even be a direct metaphor for the
physical world; it's possible to suspend the laws of mathematics and physics and create spaces that
are multidimensional or topologically experimental (e.g. with curved space), in which objects
disobey our conventional understanding of physical laws like gravity.

Experimental
The virtual community can also provide an environment for social experimentation.

The idea of a social “sandbox”, where we can try out new models of society, has excited
sociologists and anthropologists. In effect, the virtual community is a partial “moratorium”, a
place where our actions are to some extent divorced from our responsibilities. Taken further,
the online world can be a place where we can vent our frustrations, or experiment with the
consequences of actions without damaging real people or objects (similar to the idea of the
paraspace, a common thread in many Science Fiction stories, see [Bukatman1993]).

We can also experiment with the laws of reality themselves. What would it be like to live in a
world of four or five spatial dimensions? Or no gravity? Virtual worlds can be used to play with
our concept and experience of reality in the most basic sense.

What's real? What's virtual?
Whilst the worlds, communities and characters within the virtual realm are all just arrangements
of bytes of computer code, the interaction they represent is very real and very human. It has
happened that people meeting as characters in a MUD have then developed relationships beyond
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the virtual world, some have fallen in love (with at least one couple marrying in the virtual world
- [Whitty2006]); sometimes real events can happen inside a virtual world (I know of one PhD
student who was assessed by viva within a MOO).

It can be difficult to determine where the real begins and where the virtual ends. One participant
from LambdaMOO ([Dibbell1999]) describes how virtual crimes can affect our real emotions--
rape in a virtual world can have as much of an impact on someone's emotions as the real, physical
crime. Where humans are concerned, there is as much real social interaction in a virtual world
as there is in the physical world, and we disregard our social norms at our peril.

Further Reading...

Since this is such a fascinating human-centred aspect of Internet use, there's a wide
variety of material on the web and in print. See for example:

[Turkle1995], [Connery1996], [Dyson1997], [Foster1996], [Giese1998],
[Rheingold1994], [Winner1995], and chapter four of [Rawlins1996]
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Chapter 10. An Internet history

Essential reading: Cerf (1997), Zakon (1993).

The Internet in its Thirties
On the 20th October 1969, the first Internet message was sent. Researchers at the University
of California (Los Angeles) and the Stanford Research Institute (San Francisco) had connected
together two large mainframe computers using 50kbps modem lines. They sent just two bytes
(the letters “L” and “O”, the beginning of “LOGIN”) before the computers crashed. But the
connection was made, and the Internet was born. By the end of the year, two more “nodes” were
connected, at UCSB and Utah State University.

Computing power was expensive at this time—the nodes had only 12K of memory apiece—and
sharing what power was available was important. The project had been funded by ARPA, the US
Government's Advanced Research Project Agency, as a way of potentially connecting together
military computing power, allowing calculations to be made collectively even if one computer
was destroyed by nuclear attack—even then, computing power was critical for warfare.

In those days, no-one had coined the words “Internet” or “cyberspace”; the network that these
researchers created was known as ARPAnet. It grew rapidly, with a further eleven nodes
connecting by 1971, and twenty-two more in 1972. As the protocols that linked the computers
were pushed to their full capacity, they were developed and improved into a reliable and robust
means of transferring data. Efficiency was also uppermost in the designer's plans, as response
speeds were critical on the new network.

In 1973 the network expanded outside the United States, into Europe. Links were established to
NORSAR in Norway and to University College London. By this time, the details of the TCP/
IP protocols were tried and tested, and international links were merely a case of using a satellite
link rather than the usual “leased lines” over land.

Exponential growth
One of the remarkable features of the development of the Internet has been the rate at which
new hosts have been connecting to it. This growth rate shows no signs of slowing down yet,
and continues exponentially, roughly doubling each year. This expansion has led to problems
as well as benefits; network congestion, limits on host addresses and names, and the huge
amount of trivial and outdated information all counteract the advantages of increasing ease of
communication.

• 1984 - NFSnet created from ARPAnet network
• 1987 - 10,000 hosts connected
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• 1989 - 100,000 hosts connected
• 1990 - First web browser developed
• 1992 - 1,000,000 hosts
• Now about 110 million hosts, and around 300 million connected computers, and still

growing....

From Nerds to Newbies
Intitially, applications were primitive. They operated in text mode, using a command language
(often different for each tool) and simple transfer techniques. For example, to transfer a file
using ftp, you would have to know the syntax for the commands for setting the file type (`asc'
or `bin'), navigating to the correct directory (`cd <directory>'), listing the available files (`ls')
and finally uploading or downloading files (`put' or `get'). Most of the commands were based
around the UNIX operating system, which was designed to be a powerful and flexible toolkit for
programmers, rather than a system for ordinary, everyday users to do simple tasks. Hence, the
early tools were powerful, but difficult to learn.

The three major applications that were usually provided were:

• remote login (e.g. telnet) — allowing you to log in to a net-host, and use it as if you were
sitting at its own keyboard;

• file transfer (e.g. ftp) — allowing data to be transferred between systems;
• messaging (e.g. email) — allowing simple asynchronous communication.

There were other tools used to augment these basic services, such as finger and ph (both remote
directory services), talk (a forerunner of chat and IRC, allowing you to communicate in real-
time) and others. Many of these supplementary services provided the basis for new ways of using
the Internet, and contributed partially to its success in the coming years.

And there were diagnostic tools, such as ping (for checking if a net-host is `alive') and traceroute
(for finding out how your packets of data were travelling through the Internet). These two
commands are still around—in a command prompt window (usually found in start >
programs > accessories), you can type

  ping woozle.ex.ac.uk
            

to see if my desktop PC is switched on, and you can type

  tracert www.av.com
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to see the route that information takes from AltaVista's server to your PC. Try it and see!

The introduction of WIMP-(Windows, Icons, Menus and Pointers) -based tools made things
easier to use, with graphical displays of files and folders on remote computers, user friendly
email programs, and menu-driven access to data through a new ̀ gopher' application, a forerunner
of the web.

World Wide Web
Tim Berners-Lee created HTML as a way to view the same data document on many different
types of computer from anywhere in the world. His original idea was to facilitate researchers
sharing scientific data, though he quickly realised that it could have uses for many types of
document.. You can hear Berners-Lee describe his ideas and the developent of the web in The
Web Weavers, an video, and in his book, Weaving the Web [Berners-Lee1999].

The primary features of HTML that make it so original an idea are:

• format for flexible markup and display
• designed to be multi-platform
• designed for sharing information as easily as possible
• Mosaic browser developed to display pages

Netscape formed by members of Mosaic team

• First commercial browser
• High quality, yet free for educational use

The Internet Ethos
Collaborative, co-operative, and free

• main goal was to share information
• freedom of information important
• respect for privacy
• techies and academics were the decision-makers
• gift-giving culture [Raymond1998a]

Further Reading

See and for more on Internet history. Most of the Internet books in the University
Library will give you a historical perspective too — most are very outdated! There's
also an excellent TV series called Triumph of the Nerds, which covers some of the
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history of the net — videos available from Carole — see also http://www.pbs.org/
nerds/ for full transcripts, a history of the computer, and the Nerd Test!

http://www.pbs.org/nerds/
http://www.pbs.org/nerds/
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Chapter 11. Future Internet: where is cyberspace
heading?

Predicting the future by examining the
past

It's always hard to predict the future. As Tenner (1996) notes, at the end of the last century no-
one predicted the rise of the motor car, nor its influence on everyday life, even though the Benz's
patent had been granted in 1886. We are perhaps just past that stage with the Internet; most
people agree that it is about to change our lives significantly, though to what extent and whether
for good or bad, opinions differ.

What we can do is look to the past and examine the precedents to this life-changing technology.
The most obvious is the telegraph, invented in mid-nineteenth century and not dissimilar in
nature to the Internet. Tom Standage's (1998) book, `The Victorian Internet', details the rise and
fall of this technology, drawing striking parallels to the Internet of the late twentieth century. It
is also possible to compare the impact of the Internet with the influence of such technologies
as the printed book (Manguel 1997, 1996), railway and air travel, and other communications
technologies.

Developing useful metaphors
The ̀ Information Superhighway' was a useful metaphor for the beginnings of the Internet, though
it is now becoming restrictive in its vision of where the Internet can go, and how we can use it.
We need to look at more useful metaphors, perhaps linked more closely to the tasks that we wish
the Internet to enable us to carry out. The module ̀ Conceptual Issues in Cyberspace' looks at this
topic more closely, but as a taster, here are a few of the metaphors suggested by Stefik (1997):

* The Digital Library cataloguing resources and documents for efficient retrieval;

* The Electronic Post Office providing efficient delivery of mail and information;

* The Electronic Marketplace facilitating efficient, secure buying and selling; and

* The Digital World creating new spaces and places to develop community and society.

Perhaps these will be the dominant metaphors into the next century, perhaps others will be more
useful. Or perhaps these are are all too limiting, and we will need to think more freely and
creatively about this transforming technology.
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Metaphors from Science Fiction
Science fiction plays an important role in shaping our ideas of the future. For example, William
Gibson's (1984) novel Neuromancer predicted the rise and importance of the Internet and
introduced ideas of how that technology would shape our lives. In particular, it shaped our ideas
of what “cyberspace” could be, as an information landscape that can be navigated and explored.
Neal Stephenson's (1992) Snow Crash has played a similar role in the 1990's. Gibson's (1988)
Mona Lisa Overdrive examined the effects of total connectivity and surveillance on our privacy
which has a frighteningly predictive feel.

Metaphors for Information Retrieval
What is certain is that, with the current rate of growth of information stored online, we will
need to develop new metaphors for searching and filtering that information. Many projects
and researchers are investigating more intuitive and often more visual ways of finding useful
information amongst the useless. If we continue to try to cope with current tools we will certainly
be back to Bob Frankenberg's analogy of a library with no shelves, no classification and no lights:

``Information is organised on the Internet as though you took all the books from a library, dumped
them in a room and turned off the lights.'' Bob Frankenberg, Novell

Trends in technology

ADSL and broadband communications
One of the most significant changes in the way we use the Internet is just around the corner.
Currently, home users mostly dial into an ISP using some kind of modem or terminal adapter, and
are charged for the time spent connected through telephone charges. Moreover, the data transfer
rate is severely limited, to around 43Kbps (up to 56Kbps with compression) per telephone line.
With technologies such as ISDN, this bandwidth can be increased by using cleaner digital signals
and by bunching lines together (e.g. ISDN6 uses six connections to give around 400Kbps), but
this still does not represent a significant improvement in bandwidth. This is mainly due to the
physical limitations of existing telephone lines--the costs of installing digital fibre-optic lines
into every home are prohibitive.

However, the technology called ADSL (Asynchronous Digital Subscriber Line) provides a
permanent, high-bandwidth connection over existing copper cable (phone lines). It works by
using a much higher frequency signal--which means it can also carry voice signals at the same
time--and by using this higher frequency primarily in one direction. A result of this is that the
bandwidth in one direction (usually into the home), which is ideal for client-server applications
such as web and streamed audio/video.
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The fact that this type of connection is permanent and always connected opens up many
opportunities. Information services will be the biggest gain, as using the Internet to book airline
tickets or check travel news will not need a lengthy connection procedure. In fact, with the set-
top boxes that are just becoming available, the Internet can be as easy and fast as switching on
the TV.

Bandwidth
There are also implications rising from the speed of an ADSL connection. It's possible that
bandwidths will rise well over the 1Mbps level, and this will have a significant effect on our
use of the Internet, and on the infrastructure of the net in general. As bandwidths increase,
more multimedia applications will become viable and popular. We already have audio and video
conferencing, though it can be poor quality and temperamental. With higher bandwidths, more
information can be sent, thus giving increased picture and sound quality, or more participants per
conference. With 1-2 Mbps, it's possible to have multi-way telephone quality audio conferences,
or point-to-point video at around 10 frames per second.

As bandwidths increase, the infrastructure of the Internet must grow in capacity too. Many of
the delays experienced currently when logged on are due to congestion on well-used areas of the
net. It's a bit like the road system--the more you build, the more traffic is generated to fill it. As
bandwidth between ISPs becomes cheaper, more is installed, and more multimedia traffic fills it.

Wireless technology
A little further off in the future lies the promise of truly wireless technology. It's already possible
to plug your laptop or PDA into a mobile phone and download your email. It's even possible to
buy email-capable mobile phones. Most of these are very limited though--the data rates available
are very low because of the high cost of mobile phone transmission frequencies. Many are
also limited geographically, working only in the UK. Satellite phones are available, but are still
expensive, and have similar bandwidth limitations.

The web has also been adapted for mobile use, in the form of WAP (Wireless Application
Protocol). This uses an HTML-like language called WML (Wireless Markup Language) to
provide pages of information in a compiled, compressed form, designed to download quickly
over the limited bandwidth of mobiles. Its main drawback has been the limited availability of
WML-encoded material, despite the possibilities of automatic conversion possible usig XML-
based tools. With the next generation of phones (3G), WML will become completely obsolete
as the bandwidth required for true web access will be available.

Wireless possibilities
As the technology becomes available to connect globally, we will become even less tied to
location and more mobile. This will have a significant effect on the way we work and how we
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communicate with family and friends. At a local level, a technology called Bluetooth is designed
to connect all our household and business devices (personal organisers, phones, TVs, fridges,
etc.) together to allow seamless information sharing. So in a business meeting, electronic business
cards can be swapped and diaries scanned for a suitable next meeting. And in the home, the TV
could download schedules from the PC's Internet connection, and remembering that you always
watch The League of Gentlemen, could video it for you, sending you an email to remind you
that it was on.

Wireless has already taken off in the form of `WiFi' (or 802.11a/b/g) devices, which have a
medium range of around 20m, and are mainly used to connect PCs, laptops or PDAs to a
broadband link. Common uses are in Cybercafes and Universities (alas not here yet, despite
lobbying IT Services!), especially in locations where wired connections would be impractical.
Bandwidths for 802.11b are around 10Mbits/sec maximum, though newer standards such as
802.11g, mimo and “pre-n” are now pushing this up to 100Mbits/sec.

The possibilities are limitless once the basic connections are in place, and most of these
technologies are here already in some form or another, though it may be a few years before
integration and miniaturisation allow them to be mass-produced cheaply enough to become
ubiquitous.

Quality of Service
If you've tried to listen to any of the radio stations now broadcasting on the net, perhaps using
RealAudio, you'll have discovered one of the main drawbacks of today's Internet. It is not
designed to transmit real-time live broadcasts, or time-sensitive data. The Internet is good at
getting the data to you somehow, perhaps with parts slightly delayed or out of order, and is very
good at piecing together that data. But if the aim is to get a stream of data to you without skips
or jumps and in the correct sequence, then it can fail. Quality of Service (QoS) tries to address
this by prioritising real-time traffic over less time-dependent data. This still doesn't guarantee
against congestion, but it can speed important data through the bottlenecks. QoS is still at the
experimental stage, but may become standard as the Internet evolves.

IPv6--the next generation
Many of these problems, and others besides, have been troubling Internet gurus for some time.
Their solutions have been fed into a new specification for the basic protocols of Internet data
transfer, known as IPv6 (version 6) or IPng (next generation). The most significant change
in this new standard is the way computers are addressed. Internet addresses are specified
using what's called a `dotted quad', four 8-bit numbers (0-255) that uniquely specify each IP-
connected computer or device. As the Internet grows, the limited range of these numbers (there's
a theoretical maximum of around 4,000 million addresses, though a high proportion unavailable
due to the subdivisions into domains) will cause problems when allocating new addresses. As
more computers, PDAs and even household devices (yes, you can already buy an Internet-
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connected refrigerator!) are linked to the net, we'll need many more addresses. So the proposal
is to use four sixteen-bit numbers, which will give around 18 million million million addresses
(2 to the power 64), which should last a little while at least!

Cultural Trends
The Internet is already changing the way we live. More of us are working from home, and we
are travelling and communicating globally more than ever before. There are many trends that
could be discussed here--some will be taken further in the Issues in Cyberspace course--but I'll
offer just a couple of food-for-thought items.

The Rise of Reading
Despite constant fears that the media is `dumbing down', western society is reading and writing
more than ever before. Internet bookshops have renewed interest in books, and the text-based
web has reintroduced many readers who had given up on books back into the reading habit.
Though the web is moving towards a more multi-format medium, augmented with audio, video
and even tactile and olefactory elements, its primary focus is text, and this has had a significant
impact. There has been a rediscovery of the power of text to portray emotion, personality and
landscape, especially potent in a world where the imagination has been so little exercised through
the pervasive immersion of television.

Feedback
The broadcast media has, until relatively recently, been a primarily one-way system, with passive
viewers and fixed schedules dictated by the limits of the broadcasting technology. Already this
is beginning to change. More viewers are participating in phone-ins and quizzes, and providing
feedback by writing or phoning to complain or praise. Though this feedback has always happened
to some extent, it is an increasingly important part of our viewing habits. The Internet will take
this further, allowing fast immediate feedback on broadcast programmes, and greater choice as
audio- and video-on-demand become available. And with the increasing numbers of channels
available on satellite, cable and digital TV and radio, viewers need on-demand programme
listings and reviews.

Will business take over?
One of the biggest questions regarding the future of the Internet is the effect that
commercialisation will have. Very few businesses have yet made a success of trading on the
Internet; even those that are successful, such as amazon.com, still only make small profits. Many
businesses fail to realise that Internet commerce is unlike any other way of doing business. Most
of the large multinationals have tried e-commerce, but have seen merely as another branch of
their traditional business, and have found that they generate little interest or sales. Why is this?
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Where there has been success in e-commerce, there is always an element of interactivity and
personalisation. For example, Amazon will continually suggest possible purchases, based on
your browsing of other products and your past purchases.

Other successes include sites such as http://www.ebay.co.uk/eBay, which is really a
service provider rather than an e-commerce business. Here, the site acts as an intermediary,
allowing individual buyers and sellers access to a global marketplace. The nature of globalisation
means that even obscure and seemingly unwanted objects have a market if offered to a wide
enough audience; eBay is effectively a car-boot sale with millions of people wandering through.

Ethics of the Internet
Perhaps the biggest unanswered question of all concerns the ethical use of the Internet, and
how we allow the freedom that the Internet has offered us, whilst protecting the vulnerable and
preventing abuse.

For example, current debates are discussing the role of the Internet in the increasing number
of convictions relating to child pornography. Is the Internet facilitating this increase? Or is it
increasing the rate of convictions because it allows the participants to be traced more easily?
This leads us into questions of anonymity and privacy: It's now very difficult to be completely
anonymous on the Internet, though it often feels as though we are. We have also sacrificed this
anonymity (through government legislation) to allow this level of protection.

There are many questions such as this which need to be asked; we'll be examining these in the
“Conceptual Issues in Cyberspace” module.

http://www.ebay.co.uk/
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Appendix A. Useful Resources

[res-ADSLGuide] ADSL Guide.  http://www.adslguide.org.uk/ . 2006-10-11.

[res-webmonkey] WebMonkey. URL: http://www.webmonkey.com/.

[OAI] Open Archives Initiative. URL: http://www.openarchives.org/.

http://www.adslguide.org.uk/
http://www.webmonkey.com/
http://www.openarchives.org/
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Glossary
If there are terms you would like to see added to this glossary, please contact the course tutor (note: tbc
= to be completed).

Asymetric Digital
Subscriber Line

A type of Digital Subscriber Line connection which has a higher bandwidth
in one direction than the other. Most DSL connections are ADSL with
higher download than upload speeds.

Asynchronous Not interactively, or in real time. For example, a letter sent via Royal Mail
is asynchronous, since there is a significant (!) time lag between posting
and receiving the letter. The postal service could not be used to hold a
conversation in the normal manner because of this delay, and so is said to
be asyncronous.

Contention Ratio In a DSL system, the number of other subscribers you are competing
against for bandwidth on an individual router at the exchange. This can
influence your overall bandwidth, as there will be a maximum bandwidth
shared across all subscribers on a particular router, as well as the physical
bandwidth limit on your own telephone line connection. See the section
called “Measuring Bandwidth”.

Digital Subscriber Line The most common type of broadband connection, which uses existing
telephone wires to carry the connection into the home, thus eliminating the
need for expensive rewiring.

Domain Name The human-readable name for a collection of hosts (computers) on a subnet
of the Internet - usually restricted to a company, organisation or individual.
Exeter University's domain name is exeter.ac.uk (or ex.ac.uk for short), so
all computers connected within it will have names ending in exeter.ac.uk,
such as mail.ex.ac.uk, www.ex.ac.uk, and piglet.ex.ac.uk

File Transfer Protocol A protocol used to transfer files across a network, often used to upload
web pages to a webserver. As FTP transfers passwords and data files
unencrypted, it is better to use a secure alternative (such as SFTP or SCP)
wherever possible.

HyperText Markup
Language

A markup language designed by Tim Berners-Lee as a simple, human- and
computer-readable language for exchanging research data and documents.

HyperText Transfer Protocol The protocol used by web browsers to request a particular web page from a
webserver, and used by the server to deliver the page and associated media
back to the browser for display.

Internet Assigned Numbers
Authority

The body that oversees the allocation of numeric Internet addresses. There
is a complex scheme for allocating numbers to a particular subnet. Most
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organisations are allocated a specific range of addresses, which they decide
how to use.

Internet Corporation for
Assigned Names and
Numbers

The body which oversees the allocation of domain names to organisations
and companies. It governs the top level domains and delegates powers to
other bodies who govern the individual ranges of names.

Internet Message Access
Protocol

Internet Message Access Protocol is used to share mailboxes on the
mailserver, allowing mail clients to access them without downloading
messages to a local disk.

Internet Protocol The Internet Protocol is the communications language that governs the
basic transfer of data across the Internet. When coupled with TCP, it allows
reliable transfers to take place.

Joint Academic NETwork The Joint Academic NETwork, the backbone of Internet connections that
links all the major Universities in the UK.

Joint Information Services
Committee

The principle funding and organising body for network infrastructure in
Higher and Further Education.

Local Area Network A term for the internal network of an organisation, building or home. A
LAN is often used as an extension of the Internet, but may also carry other
protocols which may be restricted from entering the wider Internet.

Mailing List An email address which explodes a mail sent to it to the members of the list.

Network News Transfer
Protocol

A protocol for efficiently delivering news and discussions across a large
number of servers. Use of NNTP has been largely superceded by web-
based news services and RSS.

News Aggregator See Really Simple Syndication.

Nominet.UK The body that allocated domain names within the United Kingdom.

Phishing A method of capturing personal information by luring an unsuspecting
user to a mock-up of a password entry page. Most often these are near-
identical pages to an online bank or other commercial organisation, and the
user is directed there from an email claiming that their bank account has
been blocked or suspended. The mock-up page captures any usernames &
passwords that are entered, through which the fraudsters can gain access
to the user's account.

Post Office Protocol The Post Office Protocol, a method used by an email client to download
email from a mailserver.
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Packet Sniffer A program that allows a computer on a network to examine all the data that
passes through a its particular network segment. It can be used to detect
passwords and extract data where insecure protocols, such as SMTP, FTP
or HTTP, are used.

Really Simple Syndication A web-based document format that summarises news articles, providing a
method of accessing news that is convenient and quick. An RSS aggregator
(or news aggregator) is a form of client software that collects and displays
these summaries from multiple sources (hence, it aggregates news) that the
user selects.

Request For Comment A document proposing a change or innovation in the structure, protocols
or applications used on the Internet. These are the core documents through
which the evolution of the Internet is discussed and decided. All RFCs are
archived at rfc.net [http://www.rfc.net/]

Standard Generalised
Markup Language

A meta-language used to define other markup languages. The original
definition of HTML was written in SGML.

Simple Mail Transport
Protocol

Simple Mail Transport Protocol, a protocol used by mail servers and clients
to transfer emails across the network.

Spider A computer program that “crawls” over web pages, cataloguing their
contents and following the links they contain. Often used by search engines
to create their database of web content.

Transmission Control
Protocol

TCP is a communications protocol that provides a reliable means of
verifying whether a data transfer has taken place without data loss. It builds
on the basic transfer properties of the Internet Protocol (IP), providing the
core language of the Internet.

UKERNA The UK Education and Research Networking Association, the principle
funding body for network infrastructure in the UK academic world.

Uniform Resource Identifier A unique reference to a (usually Internet-based) resource. A URI can
indicate location (e.g. a URL) or merely identify a resource by name or
number (e.g. an ISBN number for a book).

Uniform Resource Locator A reference, such as that used to indicate the end-point of a hyperlink, that
refers to the location of a particular resource on the Internet. e.g. http://
www.ex.ac.uk/.

Webcrawler See Spider.

http://www.rfc.net/
http://www.rfc.net/
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